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Computer-mediated communication (CMq has been of great interest in recent years due
to the unKjue "testing ground" it offers to language and gtnder researchers. This thesis
examines~ broader issues of CMC on the narrower scale of chat within a
sociolinguistic perspective. paying particular attention to gender. PTeviouslyobserved
gender issues found in real life (RL) interactions are reviewed as well as tOOse found in
other forms ofCMC (e.g.• listscrvs) to detennine if they are found in chat, and to what
degree. The focus of this investigation is one channel in particular. one that is typical of
the social meeting places that abound in Internet Relay Chat ((RC). The examined
variables are panicipation, ernoticons. emote:ItI, and actions. In addition to traditiOflal
gender theories. IlCwer approaches to the study of gender and language. such as the notion
of "gender as performance" and the concept of the "community of practice:' are also
applied to the findings obtained from the chat medium.
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Chapter 1 introduction
Computer-mediated communication (CMC) - ikfined by Herring (1996a: I) as
Mcommunication that takes place between human beings via the insuumentality of
compulers~-Ilas attracted considerable interest from researchers in roccot ye:us. For
linguists. this medium offers an opportunity 10 examine new and innovative forms of
communication as they are emerging. For language and gender researchers. it provides tne
ideal "testing grouoo" for investigating gendered language usc in an environ~n1 where
the traditional gender cues arc absent.
Within CMC. there are two main communication types: asynchronous and synchronous.
Asynchronous communication occurs when messages are created. received and answered
at different times. lis two principal manifestaltons are decuooK: mail (e-mail), or the
exchange of deetronic messages wtUch arc akin 10 inleroffK:'C memos or personal letters:
and news formats which include li5lServs. newsgroups. and bulletin board systems. The
news fonnalS are analogous to mass mailing liSlS; instead of an e-mail being sent from
one person 10 another. it is simuhaneously sent to many people. Synchronous
communication. on the other hand. involves the lransmission of messages direcl1y 10
users, without any siorage or relri~vaJ. As a resuJI, inleraction occurs in real lime, creating
"conversalions" which take place via compuler. SynchroDOUs modes include Inlemel
Relay Chal ([RC), Multi-User Domains (MUDs) and lhe many varialions oflhese.
This lhesis will examine the broader issues of CMC on the narrower scale of me. My
goal is to explore the phenomenon of chat from a sociolinguistic perspective. paying
panicular altention to gender. Previous research of gender in CMC has concentrated
primarily on asynchronous modes ofcommunication. in particular e-mail and lislservs
(e.g., Herring 1992. 1993a, 1994b, 1996b, 1996c; Herring, Johnson & DiBenedetto 1992.
1995). However, gender is highly under-researched in synchronous CMC modes such as
IRe. This lack of research is partly because gender is more difficull to ascertain in chat
than in other modes ofCMC and in real life (RL). I propose to help fillihis gap by
conducling a sociolinguistic study of gendered inleraclion in chat.
Many of the previous studies of mc have analyzed small dala sets and have made little
mention of the ethical issues involved in online research. In this investigation. I will
atlempt to avoid some of rhe problems of earlier research. notably through the elaboralion
of precise elhical guidelines as well as the invesligalion ofa sizable corpus of online chat
discourse.
This chapler provides an introduclion 10 IRe. An understanding of the terminology and
unique linguistic characteristics of IRC is essential for the discussion of any analyses and
findings. An overview of the IRC vernacular is presented along with a brief discussion of
lhe wriuen-spoken debate. The chapter concludes with an ell:cerpt of IRC in order 10
heifer understand the medium and ils fealures.
1.1 Overview of IRC
IRe is the most popular fonn of synchronous CMC (Dane! 1996b). On a given computer
network. 10,000 or more users may be online at anyone lime. After logging onto a
network, the user can enter one or more "channels," Channels are tlte key concept of chat
(Reid 1991). More commonly known as "chat rooms:' channels are where users meet 10
converse with one another. Once a user has joined a channel, he or she only has to type
messages to participate in the online converS'llion. Channels can range from the very
general (e.g.• #funchat. I a social channel in which users participate in casual
conversation) 10 the very speciflC (e.g.. #irchtlp. a technical channel in which users can
ask questions about [RC). While topics are displayed upon entry into the channel, often
there is li!tle adherence 10 the posted topic. The only exception 10 this is in the case of
technical channels (e.g.• those providing help) where the IOpic~ are ~trongly enforced.
Regulation of chat i~ conducted by lhe users or, in mo~t case~, the channel operators (also
known ~imply as "(chan) cps"), The channel operators are users who have ~pecial ~tatu~
in the channel; they have control of the channel and exercise thi~ control with a set of
commands that can, for example, k.ick~ or ban a user or make the channel dosed to non·
invited members. They also enforce a code of conduct called ·'netiquette." While the
panicuJars can vary from channel to channel. the thru~t of netiquene remain~ the ~ame. It
I In the miRe program. a channel name is preceded by a "jj- symbol.
~ The "kick" OC{:urs when one user disconnecfs or removes anOlner user from the
channel. Kicks can be perfonned by channel operators only.
ndvocates respectful lJ'e:ltment of fenow users and discour.tges rude behaviour such~
shouting (e.g.. using all capitals Letters). flooding (e.g.• sending many lines of text which
slows down the conversation). advertising (e.g.• other channels) and gener.tlly
unacceptable language content (e.g.. swearing. racist commenlS. etc.), as well as any ocher
behaviour which reduces the f'unctionality of the chat medium (Shea 1994).J
Another key concept of chat is the "nick." 1be shonened fonn of "nickname:' it is also
referred to as "Jogin," "usemame:' or in older literature "handle" (after the CB radio tenn
of the same meaning). Nicks serve several imponant functions in chat. They are lhe sole
identifying feature of a user since, as Bechar-Israeli (1995) notes, few users on IRC keep
their RL names.~ In fact, a user's nick is the first thing that the other panicipants see when
that user joins the channel, even before he or she has spoken. Unlike RL names, nicks are
selected by the user and often symbolize some aspect ofw user's identity. or the persona
which he or she wishes to present. While it is customary for users to consiSiently use one
nick (Reid 1991), it is not uncommon for a user to have more than one nick. each
representing a different facet of their personality.l The most obvious function ofa nick is
J For a more detailed description of how IRe works and ilS many aspects.. see Pioch
(1997).
• The significance of nicks can be illustrated by lhe use of"Nickserv." a service offered
on many nelwotts which protects any user's nick from being used by someone OIherlllan the
registercduser(Bechar.lsr.leli 1995).
l Sometimes a user will change hislher nick in lhe middle of a conversation as a result of
a change in mood or some other intangible motive (Gelleri 1998).
the provision of a sense of anonymity, which can be very liberating and disinhibiting
(Reid 1991, Baym 1995). This anonymity may allow a user to "gender-swap" or take a
nick which reflects the opposite gender (Reid 1991). With respect to gender. a user in fact
has three options when choosing a nick: a gendered nick (reflecting RL gender) such as
madman, BadDude, Elvis for males, or Darkgiri, Sweet Pea, Sylvie for females: a cross-
gendered nick (renecting the opposite ~nder): or a gender-neutral nick such as
Stargazer, surfer, Carroctop (Bechar-lsmeli [995). While gender-swapping is more
common in channels with no regular following, it is less prevalent in highly stabilized
channels (see section 2.2.1).
1.2. Linguistic Characteristics of IRe
1.2.1 The Written-Spoken Debate
One of the striking aspects of CMC is its lack of extra-linguistic and non-linguistic cues.
By definition, CMC precludes the use of body language since communication takes place
via compUier. As most CMC is predominantly text-based, it also precludes the use of
extra- or para-linguistic cues which characterize spoken communication, among them
vocal quality. pitCh, intonalion.loudness, and besitation.6 Even though it is text-based,
CMC is by no means identical to traditional written modes, such as perwnalleuers. Many
6 While advances in technology and the introduction of faster modems are increasing the
use of auditory and video modes such as "webphone" and "webcarn.~ the majorilY ofCMC is
slilllexl-based. Therefore, "CMe" in Ihis thesis will refer to lext-based computer-medialed
communication.
researchers have nOied this fact and it has spawned a debate over the correct
calegorization of CMC. Since this medium is typed. some are of the opinion that it should
be classified as wrillen communication, However it aJso possesses characteristics that are
distillCtivelyoral in nature. making it similar to a spoken fonn. Given these facts, many
researchers conclude that CMC contains aspects of both written and spoken language.
DaJy (1996) points out that its style is infonnal and spontaneous like speech, while at the
same time conscientiously and deliberately composed like writing. Taking this notion one
step funher. Gellc5ri (1998) calls for the deconstruction of the traditional dichotomies of
"spoken" and "written" when describing CMC. Yates (1996) concludes that CMC is in
fact different from both speech and writing: Danet (l996a) suggests the notion of a hybrid
language while Collot & Belmore (1996:14) call CMC a "new variety of language."
Perhaps the most compelling evidence for this comes from synchronous modes. including
chat, which "def[y) conventional understandings of the difference between spoken and
wriuen language" (Reid 1991 :'12).1 As Ferrara. Brunner & Whittemore (1991) note, an
interactive wrinen discourse. such as chat, should be considered an emergent register.
1 Dirt:i;1 quotes taken from eleclronic documenlS lhal do not include page numbers will
be referenced by paragraph numbers as noted by Ihe preceding1 symbol. Abstracts and prefaces
have been included as pan of the lUI for the purpose of paragraphs COllnts, however lists, tables.
eltampies. and figures have not. The reader is also encouraged to use the "search" function on his
Of her Internet browser or word processing program 10 loc31e dirt:i;tly qU(l{ed material in the
origin:ll electronic document,
1.2.2 The IRe Vernacular'
Since synchronous CMC entails an unconventional method of communicating,
conventional writing styles are often not sufficient. Instead, the ..[ftC vernacular" is filled
with many innovative mechanisms used to compensate for its lack of extra- and para-
linguistic cues, As Gelleri (1998:33) points out ", , , to 'personalize' utterances, IRC (and
CMC) interlocutors are obliged to break cenain rules of standard language use and reson
to rebellious and eccentric spelling. non-standard grummar. special vocabulary, and the
uniquely CMC.specific emoticons," The point of chat is to communicate quickly but to
still infuse the messages with as much meaning as possible since the typed text is all that
is seen by other users, As a result. the vernacular of IRe has three hurdles to overcome:
speed of typing, necessary use of technical terms, and realization of non-linguistic cues.
The speed of typing issue is deaU through the use of "chat shonhand," the use of
terminology gives way to a form of "technitalk," and the realization of non-linguistic cues
enables users to "talk in text." These three issues are discussed below.
1.2.2.1 Chat Shorthand
Chat is fast-paced. Messages can scroll faster than they can be read. In order lO survive in
the chat world, the user must be able to keep up, Wauchope (1997137) notes that "a slow
typist .. will be disadvantaged, even considered to be less intelligent." It is not
'This term is borrowed from oelleri (1998).
surprising then that users have developed a ·'chat shorthand," which involves the
extensive use of novel acronyms and abbreviations. Like chat itself, these are not
regulated and new fonns are always being created, yet some endure and have become part
of this vernacular. Essentially fonnulaic, they represent words or phrases thaI are
constantly used in chat dialogue. Examples of these acronyms are found in Table 1-1.
Table I-I: Examples ofchat aeron.vms
Typed lext
a/s11 (or ASL)
M;F
WB
J/K(orjlk)
WL
BRB
NP(ornlp)
ROTFL
Interpmation
age/scxllocation (requesting personal infonnation)
male; female
welcome back
just kidding (or "jo-king")
IiI. "laughing out loud" but often meant as '·1 find that funny"
be right back
no problem (most often in response to "thank you")
rolling on the noor laughing
Other regularly used phrases and words have also undergone abbreviation, often
according to their phonetic pronunciations. Table 1-2 contains a listing of some of these
abbreviations, which illustrate the oral nature of chat language. lbese abbreviations show
that chat users pay close atlention to retaining the phonetic quality of speech in their
representations.
Tablt' /-2: £mmp/eso!chatabbreviatiollS
Typed text Inlerpretation
you
18, later
k I""
'h, thanks
OK
'ho' thought
w/;w/o with: without
In addition to the implementation of the novel typographic conventions given in the
above tables, lRC usel'5 do not pay panicular attention to "correct" grammar or phrasing
- in much the same way friends having a casual conversation in real life mighl not.
Spelling errors are usually ignored unless they impede comprehension. Gelleri (1998:39)
notes thai "panicipants do not think twice to break the rules of spelling, punctuation, and
even syntax in order 10 create more speech-like utterances:'
1.2.2.2 Technilalk9
Because chat takes place via computer, a certain amount of technical jargon has become
pan of the mc vernacular. This terminology ranges from the basics of computer hard-
• This tcnn is borrowed from Gelleri (1998).
and software (e.g., re-boor, server, mouse) and networking (e.g.. tenns relating to the
Internet and e-mail like URL, website, domain) to the specifics of chat (e.g.. Dec, kick,
lurk). Such technitalk must be a part of the language since it is integral to a user's
successful navigation around the chat world.
1.2.2.3 Talking in Texi
Even though chat is analogous to speech in its pace of conversing, ilS colloquial lone, and
its loose adherence to the rules of "proper" English, it is stilltexlUaI in its presentation.
Messages are typed and read by the users. 1be lack of extra- and para·linguistic cues is
probably the largest hurdle for IRC users to overcome - interestingly, the ways in which
they have dealt with this hurdle seem to be what sets chat apart from olher fonos of
CMC.
When "talking in text," the user cannot see the facial expressions of the other users; he or
she cannot hear their vocal pitch, quality. or intonation. Chat contains no laughter, shrugs
or hand gestures. Nonetheless. the imponance of accurately representing such para- and
extra-linguistic cues is evident from the ease with which users can unintentionally insult
one another, especially if they do not know how to express paralinguistic and non·
linguistic cues in chat (Hiltz & Turoff 1993). How then do users of Chal convey the full
meaning of their words including their emotional intent or state of mind? There are
several ways.
10
Emoticons. A blend of the words "emotion" and "icon:' emolicons are imegrallo the
discourse of chal. There is probably no other mode of CMC where they are used as
eXlensivelyas in chat. IO EmOlicons are the "graphical representations of facial expressions
designaled 10 indicale a speaker's lone and emotional slale" (Werry 1996:63. n. IS). Also
called "smiley faces" or "smiJies" (due to the fael that the first one was jusllhat), lhey are
composed using a low-end ASeD character set. i.e., the alphanumeric characters and
punclualion symbols available on the standard keyboard (excluding non-English symbols
such as umlauls. accenls, etc.). For the most pan. emolicons are placed al the end of
online utterances or phrases, in lieu of standard puncluulion. lbe mOSI commonly used
emoticons are found in Table 1.3. 11
IGWhile emoticOfls are also used in other forms ofeMe. such as e-mail. they are not as
crucial to these fonns as compared to synchronous modes. Since e-maH is analogous to other
forms of written comm.mication (e.g., letters. interoffice memos) and are treated as such. lbe
conveyance of emotional content is oot as critical as it is in chal where the discourse is trealed
very much like speech by its users.
Il There are many more emoticons than are found in common usage. Some are quite
contrived and lack emotional significance (e.g....<I:-B for Santa Claus), while others may not
mean the same Ihing to all users (e.g.. : I for both a grimace and a san:astic grin). For more on
emoticons see Sanderson (1993).
11
Tobie J-3: Examples ofemQticon.s
Emotl..:on Label
smile/smiley face
frown
winklwinlcie
:P "raspberry" (slicking OUI your tongue)
In addition to simply represeming a specific facial expression. emoticons can also convey
degrees of emotional intensilY via repelition of some componem of Ihe emoticon (usually
the symbol represeming the "mouth") as shown in example (I):
(I)
b.
"happy"
"unhappy"
:» "very happy"
:« "very unhappy"
Not only do emoticons show the ingenuity of chat users. but they poim 10 an increased
ability to Iransfonn visual/textual information into extralinguistic meaning (Gelleri 1998).
£motext.l~ In addition to using emoticons (0 convey emotive coment and represent facial
expressions. chal users also employ more convemionaltextual means of representing
speech in text. One notable technique is the use of emotexl. Emotext conveys para- and
11 This tenn is borrowed from Jaffe. Lee. Huang & Oshagan (I99S).
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elttra-linguistic cues through the use of specific punctualion to indicate emphasis,
acronyms 10 convey specific emotional COnlent. and seleclive sound or syllable repetitions
to depict spoken pronunciations in CMC.
Specific punctuation can be used to express emphasis in the same way that loudness or
pitch would in spoken communicalion. For example. by enclosing a word or phrase in
asterisks, the user den()(es what components are to be emphasized. as snown in example
(2), which represenls differenl meanings of the phrase 1 want to talk fO JOlt.
(2) *p' want to talk to you.
b. I *want* to talk to you.
I want to *talk* toyoo.
d. I want to talk to *you*.
Another punctuation method used to indicate emphasis is capital letters. It is not
uncommon to find the use of uppercase characters in a typical mc session, most often in
a greeting or for emphasis. However, in most forms of CMC, prolonged use of "ALL
CAPS" (e.g., for more than one message) is considered extremely rude as it is the CMC
equivalent of shouting and is expected to be used sparingly, ifat all. IJ
lJ TIle tolerance for using "ALL CAPS" varies from channel to channel: however in
most. overuse will often elicit angry comments from other users and warnings from the channel
operator.; since it is usually grounds for being kicked from the channel.
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Yet another IRC emotext punctuation convention is the use of exclamation points and
question marks, especially when used in repetition. However these elements are often
used in unconventional ways. as illustrated by the use of repeated question marks as the
sole cootent of a message shown in example (3):
(3) <CoolDude> Ijust deleted the entire program!
<ladybug> ???
Some of the acronyms given in Table 1·1 above are also employed as emotext. These are
meant to represent phrases commonly used in IRe which convey specific emotional
content, such as WL ("laughing out loud"), HrTF ("what the fJ") and j/k nusr
joking").
Anorher aspect of emotext that contributes to the oral quality of chat is the use of what
Hiltz & Turoff (1993:91) call "written vocalizations;" in other words, IRC users'
depiction of spoken pronunciations in writing. Wrillen vocalizations are most often
achieved through selective sound or syllable repetitions, for example, to represent
laughter (e.g., hehehehe), interjections (e.g., grrrr) and vocal expression (e.g., 50000
good) (Jaffe et al. 1995).
'4
Act;oos. Yet anoI:her technique which auemplS tocompensare for !he lack of exlta-
linguistic cues in chat is !he usc of acIions. Appearing exclusively in synchronous CMC.
actions are descriptions of ph)'5ica1 activities or behaVtoulS which a user allributes to him-
orhmelf(Ruedenberg. Dane! & Roscnbaum~Tamari 1994). An action is produced in
chat by a command typed by !he user. as shown in example (4a). and is differentiated
from the MconversationM of chat by the way it appears online. with a preceding asterisk
(sec example (4b»:
(4) Command issued by the user Trippy:
b. What is seen by other users:
Imeistired
·Trippy is tired
Actions are often used 10 greet new u.set'S, enact hostile behavioulS. and show signs of
affection as well as 10 express background or extraneous information wichout disrupting
the actual chat conversalion (GeIH:ri 1998). In this way, actions add a narrative dimension
10 chat..
AdditionaJly, actions can help co establish the ph)'5icality of chat. either by enacting
gestures or by defining the chat medium in spatialtenns, as iIIuSlnlted in examples (Sa)
and (Sb) respectively:
15
(5) ·Ladybug hilS her computer
b. ~oolD.x&e silS in me comer and talks to himself
Gelltri (1998:18) finds that,he: peculiarity of actions in me lies in switching from first-
person to third-person singular_ whereby users report their own actions." Rodino
(1997~9)comments that the use of an action ~makes the uuerance appear authoritative;
it is as if an omniscient narrator commented on [the user'sl state of being."In some sense,
actions are akin 10 pretend gestures; that is, the users know that the action does not
necessarily lake place in a physical environment, but it is understood (and accepted) by
the users thatlhe action has laken place in the cybero(:nvironment. Even lhough they are
pan ofa ~make believe" world, these symbolic represenlations can cany the same
communicative weight as a reaJ life physical action. Additionally, actions help to ''break
the first-person monotony of IRe- (Geller; 1998:21) and "10 add a dynamic qualilY" 10
the conversation (Ruedenberg~'al. 1994;189).
1.2.3 IRe Excerpt
In order to beuer understand the linguistic and eXIra-linguistic elements described above,
a shan excerpt of IRe is presenled in example (6). The panicipants in this conversation
were Tflilla, QII~rty,1AssarOand oscorJ3. Each message contains a '1imeslamp"
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enclosed in square brackels, indicating the time that the message was posted 10 the
channel.l~
(6) (21 ;03} <'Tasha> ravaoli anyone?
121:04) <Queny> umm no
[21:05) <'Tasha> ok
[21 :05) <1..assarO> i want some
[21:05) • Tasha gives lassam some chef boyardee
(21 :05] <1..assarO> hehe thanks
121:05) <Tasha> pepsi?
[21 :06] <1..assarO> oh my goodness
[21:06) <LassarO> no thanks
[21:06J <'Tasha> anyone want a pepsi?
(21:06J <Queny> yeah:)
(21 :06) • Tasha gives quen a pepsi
(21 :06] <Querty> thx
(21:06] <'Tasha> the can is BLUE!!!!!!
(21 :06) <Queny> hey i have to go
.. This Clterpl is laken from session four of the ten sessions recorded. COOlent nOl:
relevant to the discussion has been deleted (i.e" messages that are pan of another conversation),
as have messages contribuled by the aUlhor as ~Resean:hGirl.~ 11Ie elterpl has nOl: been edited
fOf grnmmar, spelling or punctuation.
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(21:061 <oscarI3> bye quert
[21 :06J <Tasha> sure take my pop and run
[21 :061 <Querty> night everyone
[21:07J <Tasha> night quen ·hugs·
[21 :08] ••• Queny has quit mc
1.3 Conclusion
Now thnt the medium of chnt has been introduced and its aspects explnined. the issues
relevant to the study of gender and Inngunge in IRC will be examined. The next chapter
presents n review of the literature about face-to-face (FfF) language and gender which is
followed by a discussion of the challenges of studying gender in CMC. Finally the
findings of previous studies of online gendered interaction are reviewed. with specific
attention paid 10 the vmiables examined in this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Review of the Literature
The investigation of gender and language in me must be placed in the broader comeltl of
face-Ie-face and computer-mediated gendered communication research in order 10 be
properly undenilood. This chapler presents the findings of this previous research and
concludes with the hypotheses for investigation.
2.1 Approaches to Language and Gender in FfF Interaction
Research into the way women and men speak has Derome increasingly importanllo the
study of sociolinguistics since the 1970s. The most important early work in this field is
Robin Lakoffs (1975) Lon8uag~and Woman's Piau. Latoff was among the first 10
point out thaI the gender-based inequalities found in society were renected in language.
To Ihis end, Lakoffpul forth the nOlion of a "women's language" characterized by marks
of powerlessness. such as the use of hedges (phrases such as well. you know, and kind
oj), tag questions (which tum a stalement into a queSiion. for example It's cold in here,
isn't it?>, superpoliteness and distinctive vocabulary. According to Lakoff. women use
these fealures more Ihan men, and Ihis indicates an uncertainty or lack of confidence in
lhe validity of whallhey are saying. Lakoff states that in women's speech, tag queslions
both reduce the force of slatemenlS and indicate an approval-seeking aspect. She suggests
that women's speech is also marked by superpoJiteness forms including greater use of
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euphemisms and fewer expletives. Lakoff ([975:53) also posits a category of vocabulary
used only by women: this includes words that have to do with "woman's work" such as
$Ilirrand dan: colour descriptors such as magenta and mauve; and "empty adjectives"
such as divine and cute. Lakoff concludes that these conversalional characteristics provide
"diagnostic evidence from language use for one type of inequity that has been claimed to
exist in our society: that between the roles of men and women" (Lakoff 1975:4). She
maintains thal women are socialized to communicate in ways that "will later be an excuse
for others to use to keep [them] in a demeaning position, to refuse to take [them)
seriously as a human being" (Lakoff 1975:5). She assens that the overall effect of
"women's language" is that it suppresses a woman's identity, prevents her from
expressing herself strongly and ultimately denies her access to power. Lakoff states that
the discrepancies found in women's and men's language are imponantto uncovering the
ways in which women are oppressed by language.
However, by suggesting that language not specific to women (i.e.. "men's language") is
neutral-the norm - Lakoffs (1975) "deficil" model implies that "women's language"
is somehow deviant from the nonn. Another problem with this approach is that features
claimed by Lakoffto be characteristic of "women's language" can also be found in men's
speech. A number of subsequent studies have shown that the usage of such features may
be auributed to interactional context as opposed to the gendered language of the speaker
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(Holmes 1984, Cameron. McAlinden & O'leary 1989, Grnddol & SW311 1989, Bern
1993, James & Drakich 1993. Freed 1996).
Another theoretical perspective in gender and language studies is the "dominance"
approach. first argued by Thome & Henley (1975). The dominance approach differs from
the deficit model in fhat it does not view women's l311guage as devi311t or inferior from
men's l311guage: instead, it finds that gender differences are a product of interaction
which occurs in a patriarchal society. This approach acknowledges that men hold the
power and therefore set the norms of language use. Additionally. this approach points out
that there is a sexual division of labour in conversation: that is. it is women'sjob to
maintain and facilitate the conversation while it seems to be men's job to control the
conversation, for example via interruption. Dale Spender's (I98S) Mall Made lAnguage
is anotner influential work that reflects this approach. Spender claims that men. through
their dominance in language, essentially command all perceptions of the world, by words
which exclude or devalue the experiences of women (e.g.. postman, housewife). Uchida
(1992:551) echoes this idea, stating "women's reality is not well represented in the
language. making it difficult for women themselves to see their reality as 'real,' and even
more difficult for women to have their reality treated as 'real' by men,"
Yet another explanatory framework in the investigation of gender and language has been
termed the "difference" approach. First applied in linguistics by Maltz & Borker (I982).
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this approach comends that the genders have been socialized from a young age to have
different communicative goals and to use different verbal strategies when
communicating. They suggest that while women have learned that talk can establish and
maintain imerpersonal relationships, men have learned that talk is a means for them to
assert themselves and attain leadership status. Deborah Tannen's (1990) book You Jus,
Don', Understand: Women and Men in Conversation helped to popularize this
framework. Tannen (1990: 18) argues that "because boys and girls grow up in what are
essemially difTerem cultures .. talk between women and men is cross-.eullural
communication," She puts forth the dichotomous concepts of "rapport-talk" and "report-
talk" to describe women's and men's speech, Used by women, rapport-talk is "3 way of
establishing connections and negotiating relationships" whereas report-talk is used by
men to "preserve independence and negotiate and maintain status in a hierarchical social
order" (Tannen 1990:77). Unlike the deficit approach, the difference model states that
women and men have different, but equal. ways of communicating. However, it has come
under criticism for its lack of discussion of power issues, and its failure 10 acknowledge
that society at large is hierarchical and power-based (Uchida 1992).
2.1.1 More Recent Approaches
Representation of male and female language as binary runs the risk of overlooking the
complexities that characterize actual speech, among them the effects of imeractional
context and individual differences (Holmes 1984, Cameron, McAlinden & O'leary 1989,
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Gl1Iddol & Swan 1989, Bern 1993, James & Drakich 1993, Freed 1996). Rodino
(1997:19) poims out that "ironically, research on the relationship between gender and
language has helped reify gender differences." However, Graddol & Swan (1989:89) find
that by viewing gender-based distinctions as "differences of degree,"the "gross over-
simplification" which arises from listing the characteristics of women's and men's
language can be avoided. In fact.lhere has been a recent shift in the ideology of gender
studies, a move beyond focusing on men and women as opposing groups. To challenge
the dichotomous system and to offer a new approach, researchers such as Cameron (1996)
and Bing & Bergvall (1996) calion linguists to use Butler's (1990) C<XICeption of gender
as performance. Butler views gender as under constant construction, a series of
perfonnances. a work-in-progress and -in-practice. Cameron (1997:49) notes that
"whereas sociolinguistics traditionally assumes that people talk the way they do because
of who they (already) are, [this] approach suggesl that people are who they are because of
(among other things) the way they talk:' She adds that "this shifls the focus away from a
simple cataloguing of differences between men and women to a subtler and more
complex inquiry into how people use linguistic resources to produce gender
differentiation" (49). As such. this notion of gender as perfonnance is especially
appealing to researchers since it allows them to "beller represent the ways individuals
experience gender and communicate" (Rodino 1997:122).
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A related approach is the notion of "community of practice." Ecken & McConneU-Gioct
(1992:464) introduced Ihis notion to language and gender theory, defining it as "an
aggregate of people who come together around mutual engagement in an endeavor." They
point out that this approach allows researchers to examine "gender in its full complexity:
how gender is conslrUCted in social practice. and how this construction intenwines with
that of other components of identity and difference, and of language" (472). This notion is
imponantto the study of language and gender because. as Cameron (1992:13) noles, it
encourages another focus: "not gender differences but the differeoce gender makes:'
Despite this criticism of the binary categorization of speech, many researchers continue to
use a dualistic division to describe language use. Since this is also the most prevalent
approach in CMC gender studies (e.g..Herring, Johnson & DiBenedetto 1992, Michel
1992. Herring 1993a. 1993b, Jaffe t:/ ai. 1995, Stewart. Shields, Monolescu & Taylor
1999) and since I am investigating previous CMC gender.related findings within (he
contexl of IRC, it will also be adopted here.
2.1.2 Previous FTF Findings Relating to Conversational Dominance
and Emotional Expressiveness
The previous findings of FTF gender and language research in lhe areas of conversational
dominance and emotional expressiveness are especially imponant here since these are lhe
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areas on which my invesligalion of lRC will focus. Cuhura.lly, il is women who are
slereotyped as talking the mOSI, as evidenced by the nOlioo of gossip being a women's-
only domain and eltpressions such as ''Chatty Calhy" (Coates 1986, Tannen 1990), while
men are idealized as the "strong, silenl typc"(Ganong & Coleman 1993). However, in
realily, gendered paltems wilh respecllo conversalional dominance and emotional
eltpressiveness are nOI thai easy to define.
2.1.2.1 Connrsational DominanC'e
Conversational dominance is of major concern since it affects all other aspecls of
communication, In their melasurvey of 63 studies which deal wilh gender differences in
the amount of talk, James & Drak.ich (1993) document considerable varialion. They
discovered lhal some sludies found that men talk more than women overall; others found
lhe opposite; and still others found lhal men talk more in some circumslances while
women Ialk more in OIhers. In addition, a number of sludies found lhere to be no
gendered difference in amount of lalk. Nonetheless, of the 56 studies which dealt with
mixed·selt inleraclion, James & Drakich (1993:282) found lhat the majorily reponed that
men talked more than women, when panicipation was measured by "the total number of
words, the 1()(a1 number of seconds speRl lalking, the number of turns at talk taken, and
the average length of alum,"
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Interpretation of lhese studies is crucial 10 any investigalion of panicipation by male and
female speakers. One of the reasons advanced for why men seem to talk more than
women is "dominance." Socially men have greater power and more status, and it is
argued that they use language to exercise this power and status. Through amount of talk
as well as other mechanisms such as interruption and topic control, men dominate the
discussion and in this way dominate women. As mentioned in MX:tion 2.1 above. Maltz &
Borker (1982) offer another ex;planation for the gender differences in language use. They
propose that the men have been socialized to use an increased amount of talk as a strategy
for achieving status and attention, while women have been taught to opt for a lesser
amount of talk as a means for encouraging cooperation and equality. Tannen (1990:77)
echoes this explanation in her suggestion that men are more comfortable with "public
speaking" (or "report-talk") while w'Jmen are more comfonable wilh "private speaking"
(or "rapport-lalk"). She stales that men "get and keep allention" by using such
conversation tools as jokes and stories or by presenting infonnation. By contrast, women
talk for differenl reasons: to connect with other people and to maintain relationships.
Thus, Tannen (1990) finds that in public men are often more talkative. while in private
the situation can be reversed. Holmes (1992: 142) also notes that "women do not get their
fair share of the talking time in public."
Another issue Ihat is important 10 the study of conversalional dominance in FTF
communication is that of interruption. There are conflicting reports concerning gender
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diffcrmces in inlcrrupc.ion p;1tlcms. lbe genera! hypothesis seems 10 be thai men intcmJpI
women more !han the reverse. using inccmJplion as a 1001 to dominate the conversalion
and control fOl" talking time. However. !here is considerable evidentt whkh suggests thai
there are few signirlCaJll gcnderdifferences in the use of imerTUpc.ion (James &. ClaRe
1993. Aries 1996. Anderson &. Leaper 1998).
Conversalional dominance may also be displayed via choice of conversational topics. If il
is men who dominate the conversalion and if they have differenllopic preferences than
women, then lhey can exercise this dominance by choosing topics that are of liule interest
10 women. thereby excluding women from the conversation. The common Slereotype is
that women prefer ITIOre personallopics. such as those related to family life. children and
relationships, whereas men prefer to IaIk about 1ess personallopics such as wOlld evenls.
business. sports and politics (Kramer 1974). Other studies suggesllhallhese S1ereotypcs
bear 001 in aecual conversation with women lending 10 discuss more ~privale~ issues and
men lending loward mo«: ~publk~ issues (Aries &. Johnson 1983. Kipers 1981).
2.1.2.2 Entotional Expressiveness
Gender differences in the use of emolionallanguage are also the subject of many
stereotypes: that women are mon: emot:ional and more likely to express emolion (Aries
1996, Burgoon. Buller & Woodall 1996) while men arc less likely 10 display emotions
(Ganong & Coleman 1993). These siertolypes seem supponed by Maltz & Barker's
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(1982) explanation of gendered communication: females are socialized to value
interpersonal relationships. where emotional expressiveness is crucial, while males are
socialized to seek status and impan infonnation, tasks in which emotional expressiveness
is not necessarily important. 8uI how do the stereotypes measure up to real life findings?
There has been considerable research into the differences between males and females in
emotional expressiveness (e.g.• Allen & Haccoun 1976, Balswick & Avent 1977.
Balkwell, Balswick & Balkwell 1978, Nocarius & Johnson 1982). These studies all point
10 lhe finding Ihat males are less emotionally expressive than females. Labeled "male
inexpressiveness" by Balswick & Peek (1971 ).this inability 10 express emotions,
especially love, sadness and happiness. seems to occur regardless of age. addressee (e.g..
spouse. friend), or context. Using a socialization theory similar to that of Maltz & Borker
(1982), Notarius & Johnson (1982) suggest that males have been discouraged. even
punished for displaying 100 much emotion. whereas females are encouraged and often
rewarded for being openly expressive. Crilics of these findings have stated that a one-to-
one correlation of emotional expression (or lack.thereoO to gender is misleading; instead.
the sex-role orientation of a person must also be considered (Bern 1975. 1977. Narus &
Fischer 1982), and may in fact be more salient than actual gender when predicting Ihe
level of emotional expressiveness (Ganong & Coleman 1993).
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The gender and language findings in FTF communication are important 10 undersland.
since many CMC researcners use lhem 10 inform lheir sludies of gendered language. In
fact much of the previous research has focused on whelher or nOlthe FTF resulls are
replicated in gendered online communicalion. The nexi section oullines Ihe findings of
these: investigations.
2.2 Gender in CMC
The sludy of gender in CMC is especially interesting. given the claims that cyberspace is
"gender-blind" (Herring 1994a). When CMC researchers firsl examined gender issues,
many suggesled Ihal the compuler-mediated environment allows for more gender equality
in language than does the face-Io-face setling (Kiesler. Seigel & McGuire 1984, Rice &
Love 1987, Graddol & Swann 1989, Hillz& Turoff 1993) - in part due to the apparenl
reduction of social cues (Spears & Lea 1994). Danel (1996b:113) points OUllhal in
cyberspace, "conventional signals of gender identilY such as inlonalion and voice pilCh.
facial features, body image. non-verbal cues. dress and demeanor .. are absen!."
However, this lack of social cues does nOI mean Ihat gender is not imponant in CMC. In
fact, Hall (1996: 148) slates Ihal"gender is not erased in Ihe virtual world...but intensified
discursively." Further investigation, primarily of asynchronous modes, has shown Ihat
CMC does not "democratize" gender communication: in fact. gender differences. and lhe
associated stereotypes. seem to be just as prevalent in CMC as they are in FTF interaction
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(Selfe & Meyer 1991. Herring 1992, 19933. 1993b, Kramarae & Taylor 1993. Truong
1993, We 1993, Herring 1994a. 1994b. Ferris 1996. Savicki, Lingenfelter & Kelley 1996.
Smith. Mclaughlin & Osbourne 1997. Witmer & Katzman 1997). Perhaps this has to do
with the need humans have to orient themselves to their interlocutors, especially in terms
of their gender (Seavey, Katz & Zalk 1975," Turkle 1995, Herring 2000).
2.2.1 Challenges of Studying Gender in CMC
The inherent challenge to gender research in CMC is determining how to ascertain the
gender of the participants. The strategies for doing so used in this thesis are outlined in
Chapter 3 below.
When considering gender in CMC, it is important to remember the need to step outside
the traditional concept of gender and note that gender is a socially constructed cultural
phenomenon. This notion follows from Butler's (1990) concept of gender as
perfonnance. Danet (1996b15) points out that in real life. children "learn to perform
'maleness' or 'femaleness'" by adherence to gender stereotype of dress and appearance.
This is an especially salient point since, as Turkle (n.d.) points out, the social and
linguistic intricacies involved in "being" a gender which had previously been unnoticed
"In tile famous ~Baby X" study. adults interacted with a three-month-old baby dressed
in a yellow jumper. woo was labeled "male" or "female" or nO( labeled at all. Babies who were
not labeled for gender were often thought to be male and in many cases the adults eltplicitly
asked whether the baby was a boy oragirl (Seavey f!lof. 1915).
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become: very evidmt in CMC. Geoder ideality in CMC lppearllo be realized and
reinforced through the use of linguistic cues which are oIleD -.socim:d with "women's
-.."or "'mea's~.. amongtbem. amount oflalk, assativmcss.. poli1eDess,
mdemotiooal expressivencu(Hcrrina: 2000). The salieocy oflbcse linguistic cues is
_from _(oodsubscq_ WI....) .. _ ............
challenges to the study ofgender' in CMC. In synchronous modes ofCMC, where users
choose a nick rather than using their RL name, it is relatively euy to swap or mask
geoder. While runy reseucbm approach gendeNW8ppinK (or gendn-switching) utd
JCDdcr-muking(or geader-dispise) in the same way, the two are by DO means ideDticat.
Geodcr-nwking is typically exempli6ed by the choice ofa JCDder-neutral nick, one tIW:
does DOC index tbe user's RL gender. The reasons for this cboice are numerous. In a world
where the duplicatioo ofnicks is not permitted" mel where originality is highly valued,
users may select a gender-neutral nick that his DO appuent meaning (e.g., CDpIUffO)or is
the name ofan inaDimale object (e.g., Q-Tip). Anotbcr well documented reason is that
womeD gender-mask in order to avoid UDW&Dted attefttjon or harassment that sometimes
occurs when a user has a faninine..sounding nick (Reid 1994, Bnx:Janan 1996).
II When a person lop onto the IRC program. be or she must flf"St indicate me nick he or
she wisbesto adopt. The IRC prosram will DOtil'ytbc USCTirwl nick is already in use and ask
bimor berto select aDOtberonc,lbusavoiding the confiWonorcwousenhaving idcDtical nicks.
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However, these women do not attempt to cooccal their gender and may still use the
female lhird-pcrson pronouns in IRC actions or provide tb:ir RL gcodcr when asked.
For this reason, gcnder--swapping is the mote problcmltic oftile two pbcnomcoa for the
researcb ofgendcrcd interaction in CMC. Gcndcr-swapping occurs when USCIS choose a
cross-gendmd nick and present themselves as the opposite: sex when asked for their
gender aDd when using gcodcred pronouns to refer to themselves in actions. However, it
is important to note that its incidence in established CMC communities is low. 1bjs is
because most instances ofgcodcr.swapping are short-lived, since any prolonged identity
deception requires muchefl'ort. As Waucbopc (1997:11 5) points out, the fata.I flaw of
gender.swapping is that "changing a nickname docs not remove the markers ofgender
that become awarent in IRe." Tutkle (1995:212) notes "... once [males] are onJine as
female, they soon find that maintaining this fiction is difficult. To pass as a woman for
any length oftime requires Wlderstanding how gender inflects spcc<:h, manner, the:
interpretation ofcxpcricncc:." It is no surprise then that after examination of six IRe
channels for gmdcred behaviour, Hming(l998 cited in Herring 2000) fow1d that Dearly
90% ofparticipants presented themselves as male: and female in traditional ways, and
gave frequent gcndcrcucs (i.e., once every three or four lines ofteld on average).
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2.2.2 Gender and Language Stereotypes in CMC
The stereotypical gender differences attested in much of the literature in FIr interactions
have been generally found to be echoed. and even exaggerated, in online language (e.g.,
Herring. Johnson & DiBenedetto 1992. Herring 1993a, Kramarne & Taylor 1993, Ferris
1996), In her studies of asynchronous CMC, Herring (1992, 1993b, 1994b) reported that
gendered linguistic behaviours attested in a number of studies of FIr interaction are
reproduced online. For example. Herring (1993b:348) characterizes men's online
language as containing "strong assertions. self-promotion, presuppositions, rnctorical
questions, authoritative tone, challenges (toj others, [and) humor/irony." In contrast she
describes women's online language as characterized by "attenuated assertions, apologies.
explicit justifications. true questions. personal lone. [and] support (00 others." Similarly.
Herring (l994a:12) points out that ''women and men have recognizably different styles in
posting to the lntemet, contrary to the claim that CMC neutralizes distinctions of gender,"
Yet, in her study ofchildren's e-mail correspondences, Michel (1994) states that while
boys and girls had different conversational styles, the differences were not as discrepant
as Tannen (1990) suggests with her notions or"rappen-talk" and "report-talk."
Nonetheless, Stewart 1ft al. (1999) draw conclusions similar to Herring's in their study of
a synchronous computer-mediated conference. TIley observe that there were "noticeable
differences in language style between men and women, with some men using strong and
even aggressive language and women using language of agreement. Gendet differences in
language style, therefore, seem to reflect and or even create asymmetry in power" ('170).
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Funher findings provide evidence for the claim that FfF gender differences are present in
asynchronous CMC, emphasizing the inequalily of men and women online, Herring
(l996b) argues that there are gender-specific communication ethics in CMC. She
contends that women are more likely to be polite and deferential in relation to men. She
also finds that the behaviours deemed by women to be imponant are those which can be
characterized as democratic, e.g., those which validale others' experiences, while men
value speed over all else and are offended by behaviours which impede the pace. This sets
up an imbalance due to the fact that the definition of value syslems in CMC has already
been set by men, and until women gain the power to redefine the values. their
participation will continue to be restricfed (Herring 1994a).
Matheson (1991: 144) finds that gender infonnafion, such as that provided by gendered
nicks, "invokes stereotypes regarding gender-appropriate behavior which, in tum,
influences expectations and perceptions of the other communicator," We (1993) reports
thai 45% of the women she surveyed said that they replied differently to women than they
did to men, while 71 % of the men she surveyed said that they reply similarly to messages,
regardless of their interlocutor's gender. According to Matheson (1991), this can be
linked fO fhe fact that in CMC, as in RL, females are expected fO be socially supportive,
submissive, and more emotional but less decisive. ambitious, effective and aggressive
than males. Additionally, gendered nicks may affect the treatrnem a user receives from
others: for example, it is well documented that female gendered nicks gamer much
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unwanted allention (We 1993, Bruckman 1996). However, We (1993) comments tlmt, for
certain groups of people who have traditionally been stereotyped and disenfranchised
(e.g., women. the disabled. the elderly). CMC can be a liberating communication
environment. Funher to this, Michel (1994) observed that CMC can have very positive
effects among school children's communication, especially for cross~gendered discourse.
The following sections will detail the previous findings of CMC research in gender
differences in three areas: panicipation, emotional language. and actions. 11lese asp«ts of
online interaction will be the focus of my investigation.
2.2.2.1 rartidpalion in Online Communkalion
In the gender and language research that deals with FTF interaction. it is widely claimed
that men dominate conversation. especially in public settings (see section 2.1.2.1 above);
that is. they speak more often and for longer (Holmes 1992). The question of whether this
conclusion is valid in CMC, especially in light of the supposed "democratizing" effect of
computer-mediation, has inspired considerable research (Herring 1992. 1993a. 1994a,
Herring. Johnson & DiBenedetto 1995). The answer seems to be that men continue to
dominate in CMC. Herring (1993a113) states that "the most striking sex-based disparity
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in academic CMC is the extent to which men panicipate more than women. ~Il The ratio
of male-to--female users in general is approximately 3: I (Ebben & Kramar-.te 1993,
Herring 2000), a fact which must be noted when examining the issue of male dominance
inCMC IB
The above conclusions have been drawn from asynchronous modes of CMC. However,
there are fewer studies of gendered participation in synchronous CMC When these
studies of synchronous CMC are reviewed, the findings seem almost as varied as those
discussed in James & Drakich's (1993) review of gender differences in FTF
conversational dominance.
In their investigation of IRC, Stewan er al. (1999) examined gendered panicipation in a
task-oriented synchronous conference. The panicipants were arranged in three mixed-sex
groups and logged onto an IRC channel, which was used to create an environment for
collaborative work. From the resulting discourse, Stewart et aI, (1999:15) concluded that
there was a "significant difference in the amount and type of communication by gender,"
n There are many reasons put forth on why in general men use the Internet more than
women. Forlhe sake of brevity, however. they will not be discussed here. For infonnation on this
topic please see Gunn 1991, Balka 1993. Ebben & Kramarae 1993. Shade 1993.
I' Recent research of the demographics of Intemet users finds Ihallhis gender gap is
closing. Several reports conducted by the research company Media Metrill United States
(2000:'16) find that in Canada the "male-ta-female ratio of Internet users in Canada is close to
even," with men comprising 41.5% and women 36.8% (with youths 17 years or younger making
uptheremaining21.7%).
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Echoing the findings of asynchronous CMC. they found that the males dominated the
discussion, both in lerms of participalion (i.e., amount and length of messages) and topic
conlrol.
Another study of dominance in IRC suggesls the opposite. thai women participated more
Ihan men. Vaughn Tria.<; (1999) found that while males did produce more messages and
spend more lime online. which is in keeping with lhe FTF and asynchronous findings.
females produced more messages for Ihe lime lhey spent online Ihan males did. This led
Vaughn Trias (1999:'13-14) 10 conclude that ~women are participating more than men"
and Ihat "women dominate the discourse on Internel Relay Chat."
In her comparison of gendered interaction from an IRC channel and an e-mail discussion
group. Herring (1999: 155) found thallhe participants in the discussion group performed
in the expected manner. with men producing more discourse: however examinalion of lhe
number of "utterances" (Le.. number of messages. actions and kicks) in the IRC sample
showed that "in general. amounl of participation by males and females is more equal:'
Herring does noce that there arc two aspects of mc in which males continue to dominate.
In the channel she examined. Herring found that only males had channel operalor status.
Subsequently. these men were the only users able to "kick" another user from the chal
room. Herring (1999: 155) states thai "kicks symbolically and literally 'intenupt' another
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person's participation, and thus can be an effective strategy for asserting inleractional
dominance:' In this way, the males can still dominate in this channel using kicks as a tool
for interruption regardless of lhe more equal panicipation of the genders in tenns of
number of messages and average message length.
Stewart t:t at. (1999) offer no explanation for their findings of male dominance in IRc'
but simply say lhal it echoes the conclusions drawn in olher gendered inleraclion.
However, given the above mentioned Herring (1999) and Vaughn Trias (1999) studies,
Stewart t:t at. 's findings may result from the fact that investigation was ofa lask.-oriented
exercise in an experimental setling, not a social dialogue occurring in a natural context
(e.g., casual conversation via £RC).
Vaughn Trias offers several possible explanations for her observation of greater relative
participation by females: the general finding that women type faster than men: the
membership and topic of the channel (i.e., one that is more hospitable to women); the
different communication motives (Le., men want to have a presence, women want to have
a dialogue); and the possibility that IRe, as a medium, is inherently democratic.
Since Herring's (1999) study was focused on online sexual harassment, she does not offer
an explicit explanation for her conclusion of equal gender participation. However, she
does observe that "this (more equal gendered participation] is due in pact to the fact that
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females in IRC are often the targets of sexual attention" (155). Her suggestion seems to
be that because women receive sexual aUention (e.g.. flirting, harassing commenls) they
participate more, either because they are responding with "snappy put-downs and
rejoinden designed to deflect the force of the harassing comments by making light of
lhem~ (157-158) or because they "began interacting wilb the males on the channel" (159-
160), after being "coerced into (this] accommodalion~ (160). Herring accounts for the
differences in the two communication forms she studied by suggesting a reason for the
females' increased participation in the synchronous chat as opposed to their relatively low
contribution to the asynchronous listservs. She points out that "female participanls are
expected to accommodate to male expectations of their gender by interacting flirtatiously
with men (on IRe). or by withdrawing from panicipation (in discussion groups)" (160).
In Ihis way, females are given more opportunities to participate in IRC (albeit within very
limited parameters) whereas in discussion groups they are expected to participate on a
lesser scale.
An issue associated with participation is that of topic choice, since control over topic
choice is another tool for dominance in conversation. Herring (1993a) finds that topic
choice is another area of online discourse that closely resembles FfF communication. She
notes that "although women contribute less than men overall. they contribute relatively
more on certain topics of discussion. specifically those which involve real-world
consequences as opposed to abstract theorizing" (117). In this anicle. Herring
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(1993a:117) ranks the men's topic preferences as ~issues > infonnation > queries>
personal" whereas the women's topic preferences are shown to be the near inve~:
~personal > queries> issues> information." Ferris (1996) also discusses lopic choice in
her sludy of a week's posting to an academic listserv. Ciling Herring (l994a) and Collins-
Jarvis (1995), Ferris (1996:32) noles that "males monopolize on-line conversations, and
even when women do conlribute, they an: often driven to silence by the adversarial style
of male responses, either ceasing to post messages or wilhdrawing from the discussion."
Ferris' observations support these findings and she concludes Ihal "topic choices were
predominanlly male" (32).
2.2.1.2 Emotional Language in Online Communication
The study of ernotionallanguage in online communication involves the examination of
IWO componenls: emoticons and emotext. While I will be analyzing Ihese two aspects of
online language separately in my analyses, I will discuss the previous research findings
collectively in order to present the larger picture of gendered emotional language use in
CMC.
In their study of an asynchronous conference (i.e.. a discussion group), Jaffe et al. (1995)
discuss the use of "emotionaltext" which includes boIh em()(ext and emoticons. The
expectation is that men are "less inclined than women to engage in socioemolional and
relational pauems of communication which might exhibil social interdependence" (Jaffe
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f!1 of. 1995:123) as defined by references to OIlier responses. self-reference. supporting
reference and emotional text. Consistent with this hypothesis. they found that there was a
higher percentage of emotional text produced by females as opposed to males.
Interestingly, in their study of pseudonymous vs. real-name interaction. Jaffe el at. (1995)
found that men who used pseudonyms were more likely to exhibit social interdependence
(including emOlionailanguage) than those men who used their real names. while women
displayed similar expressions of social interdependence in both the pseudonymous and
real-name conference. They explain this finding by suggesting thal "despite a social
expectation foc males to )Xlrtray social independence, tile need for social interdependence
is equally strong for males as it is for females" (Jaffe el of. 1995:160) Their findings in
the pseudonymous conference of greater display of social interdependence by males and
greater similarity in gendered communication in general are significant. These findings
suggest that for some men. the anonymity afforded by pseudonymous CMC gives them
the opportunity to engage in socioemotional behaviour that would nonnally be deemed
inappropriate for males. The similarity of gendered CMC suggests that there can be an
equalization of the genders in terms of the amount ofemotional language use. This leads
Jaffe el 0/. (1995:162) to conclude that "gender differences in communication pauems
may be mitigated through the use of pseudonyms" in CMC.
In their data collected from asynchronous newsgroups. Witmer & Katzman (1997) found
their hypothesis that women used emoticons more than men did was partially supported.
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They commented that while neither gender used many emoticons. the resullS showed that
those users who did usc them tended to be women. Citing previous findings that women
have a greater tendency towards !he display of emotion and emphatic expressiveocss
(Mulac. Bradac & Mann I98S. Mulac & Lundell 1986). they suggeslthat the use of
emoticons by women might indicate a translalton of lhe: FIT characteristics of female
language to CMC.
Addilionally. Herring (1998 cited in Herring 2(00) found that female mc participanlS
used three times as many n:pn:sentations of smiles and laughter as the males who. in lum.
wen: more apt to use aggressive or insulting speech. She states thai this is in keeping with
the findings from asynchronous CMC where women tend 10 use "aligned and supponive"
discourse Slyles and men are more likely 10 be ~oppositionaland adversariar (Herring
1994a. 1996b. 19961:). Similarly. in their study ofa laSk~tedsynchronous
conference. Stewan er al. (1999;1170) found that the men used MSlrong and eveD
aggressive language" while the: women used "language of agreement and inclusion."
AnotherSiudy which mentions the gendered use ofemoticons is Smith (1998). In his
study of five newsgroups. Smith discovered varied ematicon usage. In the soc.singles
(SS) newsgroup. Smith (1998:S2S) says the use ofemoticons "follows the rigid rule of
textual masculinity .. men don't use emoticons" while in soc.singles.moderated (SSM).
the pallem is very different. Here. Smith (1998:525) finds the male users are using
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emoticons"at aboullhe same rate~ as the females. He suggests that the dive~of
these two results can be attributed to the: differing cultures of the newsgroups. 11M: 5S
newsgroup is a S1ereoc.ypical group with "anarchic. 3ntagoniSlic and obscene~ ovenones.
while SSM is a smaller group. which seems to place "high value on mutua.l support"
(Smith 1998:,522). Smith notes (1998:,525-,526) thai. in the 5S newsgroup. 4illcd.
traditional gender uniforms are a must, and emoticons~ the evening gown of S5
femininity" while in SSM. users are nOl as pressured 10 fil into cenain gender roles. and
thus feel freer to use emoticons.
2.2.2.3 Physial Beh.viours In Online Communlallion
Physical behaviours represent another facet of sociocmotionlll communkalion in CMC.
Found specifically in synchronous CMC. physical behaviours are executed by the usc of
-aetions- (see section 1.2.2.3 above). Cherny's (1994) examination of a Multi-User
Domain (MUD) offers interesting insights imo the gender differences of performed
actions. Hers is the only previous study to imerprel the sociocmolional iDlent of the
physical activilies oflhc MUD. through the classifICation of the verbs used incach action
according 10 specifIC categories. Cherny first considers the actions hugs and "whugglcs~"
as a separate category from lhe Olhers examiOcd. which she subsequently classifieS inlo
19 Used almost exclusively in MUDs. a whuggle is a "purely yinual inleraction that is
related 10 a hug" (Cherny 1994: 104) and is used "often as a sign of affection orsuppol't" (Chemy
1994:105).
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the following categories: affectionate. neutral. poke.llI killing. consuming. and other,11
Additionally. she classes the actions according to the gender of the perfonner and the
intended addressee(s) (e.g., M(ale)-M(ale»,
With regards to the hugs and whuggles category, Cherny (1994: 107) fourKI that "a
huglwhuggle event is almost [four] times as likely to be initiated by a female" but she
also found that "men hug and whuggle women more often than they do ocher men:' In
other words, women are more likely to huglwhuggle another person. and the male·
initiated hugslwhugg1es were more often aimed at a woman than another man. In fact.
Cherny (1994: 107) notes that "several of the male-male whuggles were probably meant to
annoy:'
In her eltamination of the remaining action categories (i.e.. those .lipan from
hugslwhuggles). Cherny found that the total instances of M-M interactions exceeded all
other, with F(emale)-M and M-F coming se(ond and Ihinl. respectively. With regards to
types of actions, the total number of "other" actioos ranked the highest, while
3lChemy (1994:109) describes the ''poke'' as an action thai is "frequently used 10 get
3001her character's altention when tMI character is oot active in the conversation," The analysis
of this category involves solely the useoflhe vem"poke."
~I The name of this category is nondescript. which may imply thatlhe verbs which
compose it are subsequently nondescript Of ambiguous: however. several of these ~rbs could
easily be deemed violent (e,g.. poison. cut offltead, swing axe at. mangle) and Chemy's results
RV.UI be interpreted with this in mind.
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"affectionate" actions ranked the lowest. When the type and direction of action were
considered together, the ..other" action type was most prevalent for all the direction
groups. with F·X (where X indicates that the action was aimed at all users) actions having
the highest percentage of use (75%). However it must be nOied here that this result is due
to the fact that there were only four F·X actions in tOiai with three of these categorized as
'·()(f1er," A more accurate representation may be auained from the following findings. Of
the u()(her" actions used. the M·X actions ranked second (61 %) and M·F and M·M r.rnked
as close third places (44% and 43% respectively). Since these results are based on fairly
large numbers. they may be interpreted as closer to what actually occurs in the MUD.
If the use of U()(her" actions are set aside, interesting patterns in the action and direction
types come to light. The findings of the remaining action categories (i.e., affectionate,
neutral, poke. killing, and consuming) are primarily what Cherny uses as the basis for her
conclusions. She notes that male-initiated actions aimed at an()(her male (i.e., M·M) are
very often of the "killing" category, while the M·F actions are more likely to be ··pokes:'
When the female-initiated actions are considered. those aimed at another female are few
in number with "neutral," "poke," "consuming," and '·other" being used the most (two
instances of each) while there is one instance each of the '·affectionate" and ·'killing"
action types, In contrast, F·M actions ace very often of the "neutral" category.
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Cherny (1994:102) concludes from these results thaI"men use more physically violent
imagery during Q)IlverSltion. and women are DlOIC physically atreetional:e toward other
cbank:ters." Cherny (1994:113-114) also notes that though women use less violent
imagery than men, when they do use such physicallya~ve behaviours, it represents
"an ewnple ofwomen's adaptation to the different: disc:ourse style in male-dominated
groups,"
In her study ofonline sexuaJ lwassment, Hening(I999) also discusses actions. She
counted the numbe1' ofactions performed in ODe 4D-minute lRC session and found that
actions were used exclusively by the males in her sample. While Herring states that1here
is DO reason why the females would not use actions as much as the males, she does offer
one explanation. She suggests 1ha1 the observed ac:tions are typically used to "enact
sexually aggressive behaviors, and thus may be avoided by participants who arc the
targets ofsuch behaviors" (i.e., the f~ales) (ISS).
1.3 Hypotbeses for I.vatig_tiog
Since much oftbe literature on gendered discourse in CMC bas focused on the
asynchronous modes ofcomn:nwc:ation, such as listserVs and disc:ussion groups, this
thesis will concern itselfwith the less investigated mode of synchronous CMC. While I
expect to repon findings similar to those which have emerged from the previous research,
it must be noted that since so link is known about synchronous CMC, the expectations
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must be guarded. Nonetheless, I propose the rollowing hypotheses ror me: Males
pan..icipate more than remales do; remales use more efDO(ionallanguage (i.e., emOlicons
and emotexl) than males do; and males usc more actions than remales do. The
methodology ror investigating these hypotheses is explained in the neX! chapter.
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Chapter 3 Methodology
The methodology and analysis used in this thesis adapt the approaches of traditional
sociolinguistic research 10 the unique mode of communication found in IRC This chapler
deals with the specifics of the investigation. It addresses the issue of ascertaining gender
in IRe, and provides an outline of the channel selected and its participants. the collection
and treatment of data. the ethics policy adopled in this study and the linguistic aspects of
IRe on which analysis is focused.
3.1 Ascertaining Gender in CMC
As mentioned in section 2.2.1, lhe major challenge of investigating gender in chat arises
from the phenomenon of gender-swapping. 1be medium of IRe lends itself 10 the
possibility of users posing as members of the opposite sex. In addition 10 selecting a nick
that reflects their RL gender. a user may choose a gender neutral nick so thai their RL
gender is nOI apparent r'gender-masking") Of they may select a cross·gendered nick to
present themselves as the opposite sex ("gendc:Nwapping") (Bruckman 1996).
While this type of deception certainly goes on in chat. the instance of gender-swapping in
highly stable. close-knit me communities, such as the one I am investigating, is low
(Curtis 1996: Herring 1998 (cited in Herring 2000»). That is, in channels where there is a
high number of regular users and where users have formed relationships with one
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another, gender-swapping does not appear to occur frequently. This is in part due to the
fact that in well-established channels. a user would have to go to a great deal of trouble to
maintain a false gender identity. From several years of observation in one MUD. Curtis
(1996) found thal gender-swapping over a long period of time was infrequent because of
the work involved in prolonged portrayal ofa false gender identity..!:! Similarly, Herring
(2000:'116) comments that in her 1998 study. she found that "the longer someone
participates. the more likely it is that they will reveal their actual gender."
While both these phenomena pose a challenge to ascertaining gender. there an ways to
determine gender in the so-called "genderless" world of chat. The simplest way is to ask.
In fact, the first question often posed to newcomers to a chat session is "a/sIl" (i.e..
"age/seltllocationT'), indicating the participants' fundamental need to be oriented to their
conversational panner's gender (Turkle 1995, Herring 2(00). Another way of displaying
gender is through the use of gendered nicks (e.g.. Ladybug, CoolDud~). If the given nick
does not answer the gender question, self-reference often does. The use of actions often
requires that users refer to themselves by a third-person pronoun which presents their
gender. as illustrated in example (5) above. Perhaps the most reliable way of determining
gender, however, is via information galhered from a channel's website. Many established
11 In fael. in such closely-knit communities. sustained gender-swapping is constdered
unacceptable. Curtis (t996:355) nOles that many users feel il is "dishonest" to gender-swap and
these users "report feeling 'mad' and 'used' when they discover such a deception.~ NO!.
surprisingly. then, Reid (1996:402-403) finds thar gender-swapping can also instill "deep feelings
of guill of tile perpetrators:'
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channels have websites comaining news and details about that channel and its users.
These websites often have sections where users can post personal information ahout their
real life selves, such as their names, geographic locations and links to their personal
websites. Often this personal information is accompanied by pholos of the users.
Of course the inherent problem in the above methods of determining a given user's
gender is that a user may simply lie. When asked the common "alsII" question or deciding
on a nick, it is not difficull for the participant to use incorrect information. However as
stated above, the incidence of such deception is relatively low in stable IRC communities
where it is deemed inappropriate and users who gender-swap feel guilty about their
behaviour and are often excluded from the conversation by the other members (Curtis
1996, Reid 1996, Herring 1998 (cited in Herring 2(00)).
In order to determine panicipanl gender for the purposes of this study, I evaluated each of
the users who panicipated in the logged sessions. This evaluation was done on the basis
of information gathered during both logged and unlogged sessions. I determined a
panicipam's gender by means of several criteria: reference to the user by way of pronoun
or real life name (either by the user himlherselfor by another user); use of a gendered
nick; answer to the als/I question; information given on the channel's website: and/or
additional knowledge I gathered as a panicipant-observer in the channel. In this sense,
gender was laken at "face value," as participants (and their fellow IRCers) presented it.
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While this method might be considered problematic in light of the possibility of gender-
swapping, it is consistent with Butler's (l990) notion of gender as perfonnance since
users are accepted as whichever gender they present themselves. Moreover there was
nothing to indicate that any panicipanl in the selected channel was purposely attempting
to pass as the opposite genderY Thus, the panidpams were categorized as "male" or
"female." Those users whose gender could nOl be detennined were categorized as
"unknown" and their contributions to the channel discourse were discarded from the
corpus.14 A complete list of users with corresponding gender categorizations is given in
Appendix J.:!3
3.2 Channel Information
For the collection of my data I concentrated on one channel in which I regularly
panicipated. The channel, ideOlified here as #h, is one of the many "recreational" lRe
channels which serve a'i social gathering places for panicipants. An average session from
lJ There are instances of gender~isguiseor gender-masking in this channel. Le., users
choosing gender-neutral nicks. However. they do 00( go beyond the choice of nicks: participants
still present gender in OIlier ways (e.g., via real life namelgendered pronoun, the alsI1 question).
2. For the most pan, these "unknown" users did noI: participate in more than one of the
ten logged sessions that constitute the online corpus analyzed in this thesis. Additionally. they
tended to spend very little time in the channel (i.e., joined and quit in a shan period of time) or
merely lurked, Le.• present in the channel but remaining silent.
15 Pseudonyms have been assigned for all users mentioned in this thesis. as outlined in
the anonymity clause of the ethics policy (see Appendilt 5). Wherever possible, pseudonyms
which reflect some aspect of the original nicks (e.g., semantic, phonetic) were selected.
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such channels is typified by several interactive activities: greeting and leave-taking.
playing (e.g., joking, flirting) and discussing specific topics (e.g.• music, food.
computer/Internet-related issues). The interaction which occurs on Ifh is characterized by
many of the same features as OIher recreational channels: the use of colloquial language.
an infonnal tone, and a range of conversational topics. (Sec Appendix 2 for more detail
on the topics discussed in the logged sessions.) Channellfh was selected as the focus of
this analysis because it embodied the average recreational IRe channel in that it
contained these interactive components as well as constituting a "community of practice:"
that is. it has a set of regular panicipants who come together for a mutual purpose and
share a membership. history. knowledge, and set of practices.
3.3 Subjects
As discussed below, there is a set of users who regularly frequent channellfh along with a
number of OIhers who panicipate on an intenniltent basis, plus the usual number of
transients who either join fOf only one chat session or who lurk.
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The channel has approximalely 25 regular panicipants.16 On an average night (a popular
rime for chatting being 7:30 p.m. NST to 12:30 a.m. NST~1), upwards of 20 users may
have logged OnlO the channel in the course of a couple of hours. At anyone time, there
are usually six to nine panicipants present. and the number remains fairly constant due to
the fact that users are logging off as others are logging on. Some nights, like Fridays, can
be busier with up 10 1010 15 users online at the same time. I preferred 10 log the average
nights as during the busier nights il can be confusing to follow the chat, and still more
confusing to decode the non·linear transcripts afterward.
The language of the channel is English, as it is in many IRC channels, though nO( all of
Ihe users are native English-speakers.:!I There are also German. French and Spanish
panicipants in this channel. However, these users are able to hold a discussion via chat
wirhaUi noticeable problems. which is quile a feal in light of the Jack of paralinguistic and
1. The c1assifIcalion of participanls as "regular" is based on the number of logged
sessions in which lhey participated. whether or nO( lhey had posted infonnalion on the channel's
websile and addilional knowledge gained via my participant-observer stalus.
11 NST is Newfoundland Siandard Time. the time zone for IIle province of
Newfoondland. II is three and a half hours behind Greenwich Mean Time and one and a half
hours ahead of Eastern Standard Time,
!I The channel infonnation (available on Ihe website and via ChanServ. an IRC program
used 10 regisler channels) e",pficitJy stales Ihat the language of Ihe channel is English. Users are
asked 001 to speak languages (Miler than English: in fOCI, violation of Ihis rule can result in being
"kicked" from the channel. This refleels Ihe claim that English is the lingua/ronco of the Internet
(Cryslall997).
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non-linguistic cues. and the wrinen :1SpecI of the medium. no! to mention the need to
maslet" IRC jargon and slang.:"
The male4~female ratio of the channel is approximately 3: I (see Appendix I). Of the
users who panicipated in aJithe logged sessions. II are females. 34 are males and 19 are
of unknown gender. This ratio is also found in the set of 25 regular panicipanlS. where
there are seven females and 18 males. The gender ratio reflects the finding generally
documented in the literature dealing with gender panicipation in CMC (see section
2.2.2.1 above).
The average IRC user is young. most likely a student. and computer literate (Danet
1996b). In the channell obsc:rved.this general characterization seems to hold. While
there are a few olderpanicipanlS (i.e.• in their 30s or40s) and a few younger ones (i.e.. in
their early teenS). I would estimate thai approximately 70% are aged between 18 and 24
years. The age range of observed panicipanlS is 13-41 years.
As documented in previous research. mosI of the users of the Internet. and byextensK>n..
IRC. in general belong to the middle- to upper-middle class. and are fairly well educated
~ The English compelency of lhese few users is such thai. for the mosl part. it is nol
apparent from Illeir discourse that English is nO( their first language. Any erron in synw or
morphology are either noncxistenl or concealed by the informal nalure of IRe discourse.
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(Reid 1991, Danel 1996b). Therefort: I feel it is reasonable 10 assume Ihat most of Ihe
partiCipants in the channel Iobserved are of similar socio-economic status.
3.4 nata Collection
3.4.1 The Data
The dala for this sludy were collecled by logging sessions of IRe. Users of IRC employ a
clienl-server soflware program (e.g.. mIRe), which allows lhem 10 connecllo a server
(i.e., a specific compuler) on an IRC network (e.g.. Do/net, EFnet). Once connected to the
server via the eiient-server program, users can send messages over the network. The
benefit ofa program such as miRe is lhal il gives panicipanls the option to log chal
sessions. Within thai option, users can also "limeslamp"lhe session. so that the lime that
each message was posted 10 the channel appears next to il. Once users have logged a
session. they only have to open the log file in a word-processing program and a lranscript
of the session is readily produced. This proVides an exltemely convenienl way to gather
and analyze Ihis kind of "conversalional" dala.
In the collection of my research. 1logged a lotal of 23 hours and 36 minutes of IRC
inleraclion. This consisled of ten sessions which varied in duralion from 52 minutes to
three hours and six minules; the average time for a logged session was IWO hours and 22
minutes. The decision to log len sessions was based on the volume of dala relrieved from
these sessions: any more would have pnxluccd an unmanageable amount of data for
analysis. Sessions were selected for logging based on various criteria (e.g.• the number of
panicipants in the channel, the quantity and quality of conversation being pnxluced) in
order to accurately reflect the mood and (one of channel #11, Appendix 3 provides
individual session information.
The corpus was prepared for analysis by removing several different non-conversational
components of IRe communication. which I call "channel traffic," from each of the ten
logged sessioos. This includes messages indicating nick changes, mode seuing. and pings.
along with any messages posted by the channel bots.:>O In order to analyze participation.
messages indicating that users had joined and/or quit remained in the logs but were
ignored for word and message counts. The resulting corpus contains 4881 messages or
19415 words of text. Each session was then divided into individual logs. one for each of
the panicipants' contributions to that session. resulting in an individual log per session
comaining that participant's messages only.
Xl Mode setting refen 10 the changing of status. either for a user (e.g.. becoming a
channel operator) or the channel (e.g.. becoming a closed. private channel). Pings are the server's
tool for checking if the clienl computer is still active. Pings m; also used to check lag. i.e.. how
long it takes for a sem message to reach the channel. /kns are programs which ron continually in
an IRe channel. even when the channel owner/operator isn't present. Tltey are used to automate
mundane tasks for Ihe channel owner. e.g.• provide channel control in terms of mode setting. etc.
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3.4.2 Partkipanl-o....rv.r Role
My role as a researcher was a dual one. When logging II session. I was an observer and
participated only when required - thal is. when I was directly q~tonedor drawn into
the chat: by anoIher user, Of when I needed cJarifK:ation on some aspect of lhe
conversation (c.g.. definition of a (enn). lbere were II couple of inSWiCt'S when I chose (0
pose questions 10 the participants. such as how they came 10 join that channel. or how the
channel came 10 exist. On rare occasions. I participated more extensively, for example if
only I and one other user were temporarily present in the channel. Overall. however, I
participated as little as possible when logging and {or the most pan simply observed the
interaction. In the resulting cocpus. all of my messages or channellraffic were
disregarded.
It is also important 10 nate here that there were times when I took part in sessions simply
as II regular participant. I did this for several reasons. Initially, I participated in the
channel when "scouting" for a channel from which to collect data. I did not log lhosc
initial sessions., but merely lried to detennine if the channel would be II viable research
sile. Then afl~ I had begun to collect data, I cofllinued to participate when IlOl: logging in
order to gain additional information about IRe as well as to betler understand the
channel's dynamics and its panicipants. As my data collection came 10 an end, and even
after its completion. I continued to visitlhe channel to illustrate to the participants that I
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was nOl simply "using" lhem for research, but thai I genuinely had an interesl in them and
lhe channeLll
3.4.3 Method of Data Collection
My melhod for collecting dala was as follows: Upon emering lhe channel. I asked for
pennission 10 log lhe session. Jreminded all users lhat anonymity and confidenlialily
were assured, and Ihal if at any time Ihey wished me 10 stop logging the session, they
should say so and I would comply. without queslion. I also lold them thaI if they wished
10 find out more about my research lhey could visit my websile which contains a brief
description of my work and my ethics policy. Upon receiving pennission to log the
session. I proceeded 10 observe and/or panicipale in the interactions laking place. If there
were many people coming and going and/or unknown users. J would repeal the above
message, asking for pennission and assuring anonymity and confidentialily. At lhe end of
a logged session Ilhanked the panicipanls for lheir help and exited lhe program. When
users quit IRe. a message is posted to alilhe users remaining in the channel nOlifying
them of this facl. and there is also lhe option of displaying a personal message at Ihis time
(see line 18 in Appendix 4 for an example). In my "quit message:' I would again give Ihe
address for my websile.
II This pr.lclice has 1101 gone unnoticed. Two prominent members of the channel have
remarked thaI they appreciale Ihall have participaled when nOllogging and have maintained
cOfllaclwilhlhechannelaftercompletingmyresearch.
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3.4.4 Ethics Policy
The field of online research is still relatively new. Therefore the ethics guidelines of
online research are not as well defined as are those of more traditional research areas.
There are debates over whether or not communication prcxluced online (e.g.• messages
posted to listservs, chat channels) constitute public or private communication. However,
al the start of my research I felt it was important to uphold the tenets of all ethical
research involving human subjects and to follow an ethics policy which adopts these
tenets and modifies them in order to accommodate the characteristics of CMC. As noted
above. permission from all users was sought at the beginning of each logged session and
often requested again during the session. Upon receiving permission to log, I would
change my nick 10 "ResearchGirl." The rationale for this was two-fold. First, it would
clearly indicate to the users that I was currently logging the session for research purposes.
Anything that had been posted in the channel before this nick change was discarded from
analysis. Second. for users entering the channel after my initial request for permission. it
was a signal that I was conducting research. Often newcomers to the channel would then
ask why ( had chosen that nick, thus ensuring Icould ask for their permission to continue
logging the session. It is important to note that, as in many studies of gender and
discourse. Idid not inform the users that gendered language and interaction was my
focus. After learning that my research was for a Master's thesis in Linguistics. many users
did not query further. Those who did seemed satisfied with my reply of "social
interaction" or "discourse analysis:'
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My ~thics policy, which was approved by the M~morial Univ~rsilyofN~wfoundlandAm
Faculty Commiuee on Researrh. was available on my websi(~
htlp:IJwww_ucJ.mun.cal~jpt'ddfdm'JtIu-Jis.hrmfor alllRC users 10 view. II outlines how
!he four basic I~nets of ~Ihical research involving human subjects - confidentialilY,
anonymity, informed consent. and accessibility - were upheld in my d3tacollcction for
this thesis. Appendix 5 contains my ethtcs policy in full.
3.5 Data Analysis
A number of linguistic variables relating to gendered discourse have been examined in
CMC (sec section 2.2 above). Whil~ most of these variables have been examined
qualitatively, some have been analyzed from a quantitative perspective. l11e four
variables of lRC thatlhis thesis investigates are participation. emoticons. emot~xt. and
actions.1besc: variables w~re chosen because: all had been the focus of previous research
and I f~1t it was imponantto see now the results from channel/h would compare. The
following sections detail tht: quantitative methodology I employed in the analysis of each
variable.
3.5.1 Participation
Participation is typically defined in studi~s of iRC by the amount of discourse a user
contributes and the amount of time he or she spends online in a channel. Several
previous investigations have examined gender differences in panicipation within a
"dominance" framework. proposing that men dominate in CMC, both in tenns of the
number. length and frequency of messages they poSt and the amount of time they spend
online (e.g.• Herring 1992. 1993a, 1994a, Herring, Johnson & DiBenedetto 1995. Stewart
et al. 1999. Vaughn Trias 1999). In this study. (likewise examine panicipation in tenns
of its two basic components. amount of discourse contributed and time spent online.
3.5.1.1 CllISlilrtcation
In IRC. amount of discourse can be examined using a number of attributes. These include
the total number of words participants contribute:~ the number of textual messages they
post; and their total number of posted messages (i.e., the total number of textual and non-
textual messages combined).
In order to examine the amount of time users participate. it is necessary to distinguish
their actual time in the channel from their total time online. For lhis analysis, "total time
online" begins the minute a user joins the channel (or when session Jogging begins. if
they are already present) and ends the minute a userquils the channel (or when session
logging ceases. iflhey are still present). A user's actual time spent participating in the
~ For the purposes of this research. "words" are defined as those units of discourse
which carry meaning. Clearly, these include words in the traditional sense. but in me. also
include emoticons, abbreviations and cenain punctuation symbols. (See section 3.4.1 for more on
preparation of the data for analysis.)
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channel, however, is also determined by their "time away from keyboard" ("time al\").
during which the user is still logged onto the channel but has temporarily stepped away
from the keyboard (often made evident by lhe posting of an "away" message). This
phenomenon is quite common in IRe, where users often spend considerable time online
and take breaks of varying durations to take phone calls, eat, watch TV programs, or even
sleep. Therefore I determined "time in channer' by subtracting the "time alk" from the
"total time online:' This reflects the aclUai amoum of time a user is logged onto the
channel and presumably presem at their keyboard, either actively participating in the
discourse or simply lurking.
3.5,1.2 Method or Analysis
In order to interpret the raw data in terms of participation by gender, ( used the above
attributes of amount of discourse (i.e., number of messages and words) and time (i.e..
time in channel) to define two variables. The first, gendered "words per message:'
represents the amount ofpa;1:icipation per gender, in the form of the average or mean
number of words per message produced by male and female participants in the channel. It
wa.~ calculated (both per session and overall) by dividing the number of words
comributed by each gender by the number of textual messages posted by that gender. TIle
second variable, "messages per minute:' represents the rate of panicipation by gender, in
the fonn of the average or mean number of messages contributed by each gender per
minute. It was calculated by dividing the total number of messages contributed (i.e.• both
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textual and non-textual messages) by the total time in channel for each session.
Additionally. an overall mean was calculated by dividing the lotal number of messages
produced by each gender by the total amount of time that gender spent in the channel.
Statistical analysis in the form of Hests (see Chapter 4) was applied to these two
variables to determine whether differences existed in the amount of discourse contributed
by each gender and the amount of time each spent in the channel.))
Also relevant to the study of participation are any gender differences in "tota! number of
messages" and "total time in channel." These two measures were used to determine if the
genders' totals were in keeping with the 3: I ratio of users.
3.5.1.3 Hypotheses for Partidpation Findinp
Based on the previous fTF and asynchronous research, I expect to find that males will
dominate the discourse in this channel witn respect to panicipation, in terms of the
various measures outlined above (Herring 1992, 1993a, 1994a. Herring. Johnson &
DiBenedetto (995). However the findings from synchronous CMC will also be kept in
mind since they suggest that this stereotypical gender imbalance may be changing and
lJ Here Hests are used due to the nature of the dam (i.e.. continuous). For panicipation,
the data are normally distributed and may be any value. For funher discussion. see Freund
(1992).
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lhatthe medium of IRe may be lhe .setting for me>re equaJ participation of the genders
(Hemng 1999, Vaughn Trias 1999).
J.5.z ElllOticons
As.stated in section 1.2.2.3. chat discourse is sociaJ in nature and for that reason. the need
10 compensate for the lack of extra-linguistic cues and accurattly convey emotionaJ
content is tssential. In IRe. emotioo is expressed in several ways. One of the unique
compensatory Icchniques is the use of tmOlicons. or the graphic representations of faciaJ
expressions.
3.5.2.IC1assirN2tion
For the purposes of this investigation. emoticons were c1assirted into five types as shown
in Table 3-1.
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TabI~ 3-/: EmoricOIl t)~$
Smik Affectionate. happy. approving. supportive :) :") ~))
Frown Unh3ppy. dismayed. displeased :( :"'( :((
Wink Teasing. "justjok.ing~ ;") ;))
Raspbeny Poking fun (fig. "sticking one's longue :P:p:PP
out at someone~)
Other Unable to determinelMeaning is ambiguous :o:):} >:) :p
:J :1 :P- :0 :}--
It must be noted Ihatlbe interpretation oflhe "smile," "frown:' "wink," and "raspberry"
emoticons are~ purely on their fonn. In chat. these forms have fixed meanings and
therefore are not sUbject to the type of contextual variation exhibited by other foems of
emotional language used in ch3t (e.g.• ernotext).
3.s.u Method of ADalysis
In order to detennine whether gender differences exist in the use of emoticons. each
occumnce of an emolicon in the entire database of ten sessions was counted. along wilh
the gender of the user and the emoticon type. Ernoticons were anaJyzed in teorn; of the
above five types as well as an "overall" category. which represents the tOlai use of
emoticons per gender.
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Since the r::u.io ofmak 10 female panicipants in lhe channel under investigation was on
average 3: I. mc:rt rtporting of raw figures woukl noI reveal signirteant differences thai
might exist in the use of emoticons by males and femaJes. Instead. two general measures
of emoticon usage wert caJculated. The: first. Mrale of emoticoo use.- is a general tatio of
emoticon usage <Xl lhe part of each gender. It was calculated for each session by dividing
the number of emoticons produced per gender by the number of textual 1nC$S3ge5
produced by thai gender in the session, The second generill measure used was termed
"efllOlicon choice," It examined the degree to which each gender utilized the: five differtnt
types of emoticons. A mean rate was calculated by dividing the number of OC1:urrences of
each emoticon type by the total number of emoticons produced by that gender. This mean
rate was evaluated using two analyses: intergendertd and inuagendered. 1lle
intergendc:red. or "cmss·gender.- analysis examined femaJe versus male differtnces in the
choice ofeach ernotkon type. In order to detennine statistical signifi~ for these rates.
Nests were used.Jl 1be inrrageodered. or "within-gender." analysis on the other hand
examined the degree to which each emoticon type was favoured by each gender aDd will
be discussed as rankings.
Jl The variables tffiOlicons, emoteltt and actions have a multinomial distribution (i.e.. for
each variable, the data are classified into one of severa] c;ategories). As well, z-tests were chosen
due to the 1arge sample size and the nature of the data (i.e.. discrete). For morc Ofl z-tests. see
Freund (1992:481).
3.5.1.3 Hypotheses ror Emotkon Fiadings
Given the findings of previous research in both FfF and CMC. Iexpect 10 find thaI
women are more likely than men 10 use emoticons (Jaffe er oJ. 1995. Witmer & KalZman
1997, Smilh 1998), especially smiles (Herring 1998 (cited in Herring 2000».
3.5.3 Emotext
In addition to emoticons. another set ofelemems is used in IRC 10 compensate for the
lack of eXira-linguistic cues. I have labeled these elements ··emotext.···', In the same way
that emOlicons are representative of facial expressions in IRC. the use of emote:u helps 10
convey emolional coment and create a more "speech-like" mode of communication.
As defined for this analysis. emotext consists of several components. The first is the use
of specific types of punctuation to indicale emphasis. These consist of the use of "all
caps" (e.g.• YES). aslerisks (e.g.• *roo· cool). exclamation points (e.g.• yes!), and extm
question marks (e.g.• IYhat??).l<'> A second is the usc of abbrevialions which convey
J' In lheir analysis. Jaffe er at. (1995) defineemoteKt in much the same way I do here.
However. Jaffe et 01. consider emoteKlto be part of a larger category of"emotional teu." which
also includes emoticons. Since I treat the interpretalions of emoticons as liKed and the
interpretations of emoleKt as conteKlually based, J have chosen to analyze these two components
of emoliooallanguage separntely.
.16 Inslances of queslion marks used in as a nonnaJ puoclUation Tl1al'ter (i.e., a single
queslion mark after a questioning sentence) were nOl included as emole"t. The use of question
marks was considered emoleKt only when more tluln one queslion mark was used or when the
queslion mark(s) constiluled the full content of the message.
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emolional content. such as LOL (-laughing out 1000"). WTF ('"what the f_k.··) and jII:.
("just joking-). A third is the use of written vocalizations; thai is. selec1ive sound or
syllable repetitions which:are used to imilate certain aspects of spoken communication.
for example laughter (e.g.• hellehehe). interjectiOflS (e.g.• grrr") and emphasis (e.g..
50000 good).
3.5.3.1 Classincatkln
While individual emoticons convey a specific emotional contenl. individual elemems of
ernotext can be used wilh different meanings. depending on the context. For purposes of
analysis. all inslanCeS of emotexl were classified into broad groups. as shown in Table 3-
2. lbese groups reflect the: emotional content of the message in which the: emoteXI was
used. If the message also conlained an emolicon. il was not placed in an emotext
category. Fat" exampies of these emotextlypc:s in contexl. see Appendix 4.
Table 3-2: £moluz ry~s
Types Inln'pl"dation
Approving Showing amusement/affection/support. laughing with someone
Joking Teasing. being silly. laughing al someone
Disapproving Showing distaste/dislike/unhappiness
Rude Being obnoxious/offensive/angry
Other NeutraUno emotional conlent. type could 110I be detennined
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J.5.J.2 Method of .baIy.
As in the case for the analysis ofemoticon.s. gcndered rates ofemotexl usage were
calculated 10 detennine whether gender differences exisled in emotext usage. Since lhe
inslances of emotext classified as MOlher" carried no discernible emotional conlent. lhey
were discarded from the analysis.
The IwO measures of usage employed in the analysis of emolK:oos were also used to
analyze emotext. In this case. these are ~rate ofemotext use" and Memote.1([ choke." The
former was calculated by dividing the number of emol.ext occu~~ per
gender by the number of textual messages posted by that gender. resulting in an overall
rate of emotext use for both genders. The latter was calculated by dividing the number of
emotex( instances according 10 Iype by the lotal number of instances ofemotext used by
tMt gender. resulting in averages for each type ofemotext used by both genders. As with
emoticons. the averages ofemotext choice were evaluated by two different analyses:
intergendered and intragendered.
As in the case ofemoticons. Z-lests were performed to identify significant differences
between the rates of Memolext useM and the intergendered means of"emolexl choiceM by
each gender. In other words. the gender differences in the overall usage of emotext as
well as cross-gender gender preferences for specific emotext types were examined for
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statistical significance. n.c inuagendered. or within-gender, means will be discussed >lS
rankings of percentages.
3.5.3.3 Hypotheses Cor Emotnt FhMIiDgs
Since the findings of emotext~ closely linked with lhose of ernolicons. I expect 10 find
similar results. based on previous rcsean::h in both FrF and CMC discourse. That is,
women are more likely lhan men 10 use emotext (Jaffe ~l al. 1995), specifically when this
is "aligned and supportive:' including the "language of agreement and inclusion"
(Stewart ~t of. 1999170). for example emotext which falls in the "approving" calegory
(Hemng 1996b, 19%c). The opposite is hypothesized for the men. They arc nO( expected
to use emotexi as much >lS the women. but when they do. this may be morc likely to be
"oppositional and adversarial" (Hemng 1996b. 1996c:) asexemplifted by the use of
insulting and aggressive speech (Stewart ~t aJ. 1999). such as emotext which falls in the
"disapproving" or "rude" eategocy.
3.5.4 Actions
Actions arc descriptions of physical activities or behaviours which users attributed to
themselves. Along wilh emoticons and emotext. they add a dcgrtt of emotionality to the
conversation.
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While there are two documenled investigations of gendered use of actions in synchronous
CMC. only one study (Cherny 1994) appears to have thoroughly examined gender
differences in the use of actions in CMC Herring's (1999) study briefly mentions that. of
the actions performed in the 4O-minute session she studied. all were performed by male
users. Since Herring (1999: 155) does not categorize the use of actions beyond saying that
they are "sexually aggressive" in nalure. I use Cherny's (1994) in-depth investigation of
actions as a model. even though her study dealt with a MUD rather than mc Cherny
categorized each action according to three criteria: the verb used. who perfonned the
action and to whom the action was directed. I adoIX a similar framework here. by
classifying the action type. plus the direction of the aClion in terms of the genders of the
perfonner and the intended addressee(s).
3.5.4.1 Classification
In mc. actions fall into three basic categories. The first category, the "awaylback" action.
indicates that the panicipant has either left the channel or returned to it after being away
from the keyboard (e.g.•*CoolDude is back). The second category. the "greeting" action.
is used to say hello to another user (e.g.• *CoolDlIJe Ladybug!!! where Ladybug is
another user). The Ihird category. the "physical" action. describes a movement. a gesture.
or a physical or emotional state of the user. for example:
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(7) "CooIDude hugs ladybug
(8) -Ladybug glares
(9) -<:ooIDude sings me ninlSt~ theme
lbesc: actions can be directed at a specifIC user as in example: (7). an unknown cr
unspecified user as in example (8). cr the entire channel as in example (9).
For the purposes of this sludy. only physical aclions were examined. since the other types
of actions (Mawaylbac:k" and "greeling") were not only few in number, but also did not
Ilave the funclion of conveying a user's physical or emocional state. For examples of
actions used in the context of IRe discourse see Appendix 4.
On !he basis oftheiremolional content, the physical aclions in !he len session database
were classified as one of the five types shown in Table 3-3.
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T,p'
Affectionate
Playful
Dissatisfied
Violent
NeUirai
Tuble 3-3: Action types
General description
Showing
affeetiontfriendlinesslsuppon
Teasing. rough-housing.
self-aggrandizing
Being antisocial. showing
dissatisfaction/negativity
Demonstrating violence/malice
Being altention-seekinglnon·
aggressive. often not aimed al
another user
Example verbs
Hug. kiss. smile.
give (e.g., a soda)
Grin. poke.
slap (with a large troutJ1)
Sigh. cry. growl. glare
Kick.JI die, bile. slap. kill
Think. ponder. sing.
want. is X (e.g.• hungry).
has X (e.g.• 6 logs)
3.5.4.2 Method or Analysis
As with the emoticon and emotext variables. actions were examined using two general
measures. Firsl the overall "rate of action use" was calculated for each gender. This is the
ratio of physical actions to the number of textual messages produced by each gender.
After these overall rates were detennined. the actions were coded according to the types
given in Table 3-3. 1ben Ihe "action choice" variable was calculated. "Action choice"
examines the degree 10 which each gender favours individual aetion types. and represents
lhe ratio of individual actions by type to total number of actions used per gender. These
J1 This is a ritual action, perfooned upon the mention of the "slap word" (a word chosen
weekly by lhe channel owner). This differs from lhe "slap" in the ,,;ole1l/ l;ategOl')'.
.II This would be perceived to be a physical kick oco:::urring in cyberspace. different from
lhe act of "kicking" (or disconnecting) a user from the channel.
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ratios were then subject to two analyses, imergendered and imragendered. These
measures were statistically tested in the same manner as emoticons and emOlext (see
sections 3.5.2.2 and 3.5.3.2).
In addition, every type of physical action was funhercoded for both the gender of the
performer and the gender of the addressee, as represemed by the classifications M-M,
M-F, F-F. F-M, M-X, or F-X (where X means that the action was aimed at all
panicipants. an unidentifiable user, or an unspecified panicipant). Then the frequencies of
each direction category were calculated by dividing the number of specifically directed
action types (e.g., affectionate M-M) by the total number of all actions with that
direction (e.g.• tOlal M-M). In this way. the variable "action by direction" was analyzed
for each type. However. due to the limited number of events in each direction category.
statistical tests were not perrormed.l'J Instead, these frequencies will be discussed as
percentages in Chapter 4.
3.5.4.3 Hypotheses for Ac:tion Findings
As stated above. both Cherny (1994) and Herring (1999) found that men use more actions
than women. I anticipate the same result. With regards to type of action, again I expect to
J9 Statistically. the smaller sample size of~aclions by direclioo" leads 10 larger variance
and an increased probability of Type I and Type Derrors.
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obtain similar findings, lhal is Ihal men are more apl to use violent or aggressive actions
Ihan women who, conversely, are more likely to use affectionate actions.
3.6 Conclusion
Now thallhe procedures for Ihe data colleclion and the various melhods of analyses have
been clarified, the findings of this study can be presenled. Chapler 4 conlains the resulls
of my investigalion.
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Chapter 4 Findings
As described in Chapter 3, 1have chosen four variables on which to focus my anal~is of
gender differences in the language of IRe. These variables arc panicipation. emolicons.
emotexi. and actions. Panicipalion roles were analyzed using I-tests while the remaining
variables were analyzed using Z-Iests to detennine whether statistically significant
differences existed between males and females.
4.1 Participation Results
Gende~ participalion in CMC interaction has been the focus of many studies. Since
most of these studies have concentrated on asynchronous CMC. it is my goaJ to examine
the participation patterns of synchronous IRe to discover if previous findings that men
dominate the conversation in CMe bear QUt.
Table 4-[ presents totals oflhe data as calculated from all ten sessions in the database
which are peninent to the examination of gendered participation: number of participants.
number of textual messages. number of all messages. number of words (taken from
textual messages only). and time spent in the channel. (See Appendix 6 for the raw
participation data.)
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Tahir 4-1: [)ala totals owraff Irn srssions
o.ta type Gtader T..... T.... ...........
_oed
--
..rtidpolIon 01 .......--..
Participants 34 127 26.17
M 93 73.23
Textual 1196 4881 24.50
m=ag" M 3685 75.50
All (textual and 1225 4983 24.59
non-textual)
messages M 3758 75.42
Words (from 44g0 19415 23.11
textual messages
14929 76.89only) M
Time in channel 1904 7191 26.48
(in minutes)
M 5287 73.52
With regards to total participanu. the rnw data shows that in every logged sessioo of IRC
there were more men present in the channel than~. The mean number of male
panicipanu is 9.3 ptt sessioo while then~ number of female participants is 3.4; thus.
the ratio of male participanu to female participants is approximately 3: I. as prevtoosly
documented in CMC research (Ebben & Krarna:rz 1993. Herring 2000).
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Given the 3: I gender ratio, it is imponant to detennine if the users are panicipating
in proportion to that ratio in terms of the amount of discourse they contribute and the
amount of time they spend in the channel. The numbers given in Table 4-1 show that this
is. in fact. the case: female participants contribUle just under one-third the number of
messages (both telttuaJ and non·telttuaJ) posted by the men. as well as just under one-third
the number of words used by male panicipants, and spend just over one-third of the total
amount of time in the channel that men do. This finding is imponant because it indicates
that the greater number of messages contributed by maJes is purely the result of the
greater number of males in the channel, not that males posts more messages than females
do. In other words. neither gender has an advamage over the other with regards to total
messages contributed or totaJ time in channel, regardless of the fact that there are
approltimately three times as many men as there are women present in the channel.
Hence. women's comribution to the discourse does not appear to be impeded because of
the greater number of male panicipants.
The gendered rates of participation can ooly be meaningfully compared in a manner that
is independent of the number of users present. This has been achieved in previous studies
through the use of two measurements: "words per message" and "messages per minute."
The present study employs these two measures in order to analyze the length and
frequency of messages contributed by men and women. Mean values for each were
calculated according to the method outlined in 3.5.1.2. Both the genders' measures of
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~words per message~ and ~messages per minute~ were then lested by comparing the mean
female values 10 the mean male values via t-1esls. The resulls of this investigation are
given in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Participaliotl rates by gender
Gender Mean t·value p-value Significandy
realer rate b"
Words/rosg F 3.75 -1.00 (0.32)-10 Neither gender
M 4.01
Msglmin F 0.64 -0.89 (0.37) Neither gender
M 0.76
As Table 4-2 shows, no stalislically significanl difference was observed belween lhe
genders. In OIher words. female participants in Ihis channel posted messages that were not
significantly different from those posted by males in terms of length and frequency.
Since neilher gender has an advantage over the other in tenns of number of messages
POSled or time spent in the channel. and lhere is no statislically significant difference in
their rates of message frequency and length, it can be concluded that in channel th. men
and women are participating to an equal degree.
-10 Non-significant p-values are shown in brackets.
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4.2 Results for Emolicon Use
As stated in Chapter 2. many jnVtous FfF studies of gender differences in emotional
language have su~ed thai fcma!e5 use more ertlOl:ionaJ language than males do.
Similarly, siodie\ of asynchronous CMC have echoed these diffeJe~. finding Ihac
women are more apt to use emotional language as rrpresenkd by erncxicons (Jaffe et al.
1995. Witmer & Katzman 1991). especially those which are sociable such as smiles
(Herring 1998 (ciled in Herring 2000». Thus, I h)'pO(hesized thai my findings would
reflect these documented gender differences.
The first variable which examined these potential differences was the mean -rate of
ematicon use." calculated by dividing the lOla! number of cmoticons produced per gender
by the tOLal number of textual messages contributed by thai gender. This mean represents
me average number of emoticons used by each gender per message. Results for this
analysis are shown in Table 4-3. which presents me IQlaltexlua! messages.. mean ralc of
use. z·vaIues and p-valuc:s for each gender per cmoticon type. (See Appendix 7 for raw
emoticon data)
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Tabl~ 4-3: Rat~ of~motiCOll us~ by g~nJu (lotal tutual msgs F=//96: M:EJ685J
From these results it is clear that there was a signifICant ovcra.ll gender difference in the
rate of emoticoo use. Males made significantly greater use of emolicoos than females did.
The s«ond variable used to investigate potential gender differences was "emoticon
choice:' This variable was examined via two analyses: intergendered and intragendered.
In both analyses, the female and male mean percentages of emoticon choice were
calculated by dividing the number of emol:icons in eac:h individual category produced per
gender by the tOla! number of emolicons contributed by thou gender. The difference lies in
the way in which those means were compared. In the imergendered analysis. a cross-
gendered comparison using a.standard statistical Nest was performed: within eac:h
category of emoticon. the female means were compared to the male means 10 detennine
whelher females and males differed signifICantly in the degree to which they favoured
particular emoticoo types. In the intragendered analysis. a wilhin-gender comparison was
used to rank the degree to which each gender made use of the five types of emoticons
examined.
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As shown in Table 4-4. (here is no statistically significant gender difference in the
intergendered choice of emoticons: thai is. theR is no signirtcarJt difference in the degree
to which females favour any particular type of emoticon as compared 10 mala.
Table 4-4: Irrtergerrdered emoliCOtl choice ('0101 emoliCOtU F=118; M:466)
Emotkoa Gender N•..- - ....... z·value p-value SipliRalntlyIypo oIemockons "'.... .-..
_1-- ... b
Smiles F 64 54.24 1.072 (0.29) Neither gender
M 227 48.71
Frowns F , 6.78 0.135 (0.90) Neither gender
M 30 6.44
Winks F 28 23.73 '().357 (0.72) Neilher gender
M
"'
25.32
""""'-
F , 6.78 ·1.515 (0.13) Neither gender
M 54 IU9
Olh<' F 10 8.47 0.191 (O.SS) Neither gender
M 37 7.94
In light of this result. it is perhaps no surprise lhatlhe results from me intragendered
analysis are similar. These: within-gender ranlc orders of preference:. based on the
percentages ofTabk 4-4. are presented in Table 4--5.
'2
Table 4-5: Intragendered ranking of emoticon choice
Here, both men and women most favour smiles. followed by winks. Beyond that, the
genders show broad similarities in their rankings for the other emoticons.
This investigation ofemoticon usage reveals that men use more emoticons overall than
women do. This is an unusual finding given the previous research which points to women
as being more emotional. With regards to intergendered choice, there are no significant
gender differences in the degree to which men and women choose specific emoticons, and
they show similarities in their preferences for emOl:icon types, favouring smiles and winks
more than the other types.
4.3 Results of Emotext Use
As in the case of the investigation ofemoticons, emotext was also analyzed using
statistical NestS. To examine the potential gender differences in the rate ofemotext use, a
mean usage rate was calculated by dividing the number of instances of emotext produced
per gender by the tOiai number of textual messages contributed by that gender. As with
emoticons, Ihis mean rale of use represents the average number of emotext instances used
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per messagc by coch ~cnder. The: results of this inVCSIig3tion ate ~nted in T6lb1c 4-6.
(Sec Appendix 8 r~ raw CnKl(cxt da1a.)
Tabl~ 4-6: Rat~ of~In()latUS~ by g~nd~'(tOlaltatual nuss F=II96; M=.3685)
Gender Total number l\faa ,.....
...'- Slpllkandy.........- _...... IlUkruse by
..........
Overall F 370 0.31 S.9S3 <0.001 Women
M 826 0.22
As Table 4·6 shows, women demonstrated a statistically significant greater overall usc of
cmotcxt. This is in kce:ping wilh the previous findings from bol.h fTF and CMC research.
In order 10 examine CmolCXI choice. cach gcnders' mean was calculated for each emQIexl
Iype by dividing !he number of inSianees of lhat Iype by the lotal number of emotcxt
inslances pn::xIuced by that gender. The results for this analysis are shown in Table 4-7.
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Tabl~ 4·7: Intug~nd~nd~motatchoia (total ~moteXf F=J70; M=826)
Eatotext Gendn- NIIJIIIber 01 PtruJItatt laSt ,-value p-.vaIue S5cnifkaatly
type OttUrftIK'n ~exit eIbD&U crater
01 emotext tVDe lise bv
Approving F 140 37.84 ..Q.692 (0.49) Neither gender
M 330 39.95
Joking F 160 43.24 0.399 (0.69) Neither gender
M 347 42.00
Dis· F 68 18.38 0.603 (0.55) Neilhcr gender
approving M 140 16.95
Rude F 2 0.54 -0.919 (0.36) Ncithcrgendcr
M 9 1.09
These resuhs from Ihe cross·gendcred analysis show Ihallhcre arc no statislieally
signifte3flt differences in the genders' choices of emOlex( types. In other words, neither
males nor femaJes differed signifteantly in the degree to which (hey used any particular
category of emoleXI in thc messages they posIed,
There are also no gender differences in the rankings rcsuhing from the inuagendcrcd or
wilhin-gender analysis of erootext choice. as shown in Table 4-8.
Tab/~ 4-8: InlragmJ~nd ranking ofemotext choice
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Here. both the malcs' and females' orders of preferences for the different emotext types
are the same. Both males and females most favour joking emotext followed by
approving. then disapproving. and finally rude.
Since both genders show preferenccs for the same types of emotext (i.e.• joking and
approving) over others (i.e.• disapproving and rude). and since the ranking of these
preferen~s is the same for both genders. it can be concluded that there are no real
differences in the types of emotext favoured by males and females. However. there are
gender differenccs in the rate of use. since women make significantly greater usage of
emotext overall.
4.4 Results for Action Use
By using the same statiSlicaltesting methods that were employed in the analysis of
emolicons and emotext. potential gender differences were investigated in the rale of use
for actions. The mean rate of usage was calculated for each gender by dividing the
number of actions by the total number of messages produced by that gender. and
represents the average number ofactions contributed by each. The gendered rates of use
are presented in Table 4-9. (See Appendix 9 for raw action data.)
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Table 4-9: Rate ofaction use by gender (lolal textual msgs F=l 196; M=3685)
The above table shows that the males' overaJl usage of actions was significantly greater
than the females' usage. a result cenainly due to the males' high use of playful and
neutral actions (see Appendix 9). However. when the intergendered analysis of action
choice is examined, another finding emerges. as shown in Table ~IO.
Table 4-10: Intergendered action choice (total actions F=55; M=232)
Action Iype Ge_r Nu-'- ........... ,. po SlgnilicanlJy
ol use oleM'h val~ val~ ....oer
actions actiontvoe dtokebv
Affectionate 12 21.82 1.302 (0.19) Neither
M 34 14.66
gender
Playful 16 29.09 -0.996 (0.32) Neither
M 84 36.21
gender
Dissatisfied 10.91 -0.407 (0.68) Neither
M 30 12.93
gender
Violent 5.45 0.367 (0.71) Neither
M 10 4.31
gender
Neutral 18 32.73 0.119 (0.911 Neither
M 74 31.90
gender
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Table 4-10 above shows that there are no statiSlically significant differences in the cross·
gendered analysis ofaetion choke; that is, when females' and males' choice of specific
types of actions ~re oomp;ucd, neither gender displayed signifICant differences from the
other. This is interesting given thai: !he relalive differences in the males' and females'
perccntages of usage seem reasonably large. especially in the case of aff«tiotlale and
playful actions.
Since the findings of the cross'gender analysis of action choice do not show any
signirtcanl gender differences, the resulting gender similarities of the within-gender
analysis, as shown in Table 4·11, are no surprise.
Table 4-//: /ntragendered ranking ofactiOtl choice
From these results, it is clear that the genders' preferences for specirIC action types differ
only in lheir selection of neutral and pla)ful actions. While the females chose more
neUlrulthan playful, the males' choice was the opJXlsite. The remaining categories were
ranked in the same order.
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The study of "actions by direction" represents another aspect of imponance to this
investigation. By examining the gender of the performer in conjunction with the gender of
the addressee. six categories of action direction were identified. These categories. along
with the cotTeSponding raw numbers and frequencies~l for each action type. are shown in
Table 4-12. In this table. an X in the addressee position indicates that the action was
aimed at all participants. an unidentifiable user. or an unspecified participant.
Tabft: 4-/2: Numben andjrt!qut!ncies ofactions bydirecrioo
M-+X F-+X M-+F F-+M M-M F-+F
Affectionate 13 4 17 6 4 2
(8.39%) (14.81%) (44.74%) (25.00%) (10.26%) (SO%I
Playful 43 3 16 11 25 2
(27.74%) (11.11%) (42.11%) (45.83%) (64.10%) (50%)
Diss.llisfied 26 4 2 2 2 0
(16.77%) (14.81%) (5.26%) (8.33%) (5.13%)
Violent 4 0 1 3 5 0
(2.58%1 (2.63%) (12.50%) (12.82%)
Neutral 69 16 2 2 3 0
(44.52%) (59.26%) (5.26%) (8.33%) (7.69%1
TOIoi 155 27 38 24 39 4
'I The frequencies of use for actions by direction were talculated for each direttion
category (e.g.. M-M) by dividing the number of actions of a specific type (e.g., affectionatt!) by
the total number of actions in thai direction t3tegory. lhereby takulaling 3 percenlage of use for
that categol)' of each aetion type.
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Since tbese numbers are too few to analyze statistically, these resuhs will be discussed as
given. If each direction type is examined with regards to the action type used. interesting
pattemsemerge.
An examination of the total number of actions produced in each direction category shows
that for both genders, those actions with an unspecified addressee (as indicated by the
addressee label X) are most numerous. When gender-specific direction of actions is
considered, the females aim more actions at males, yet very few at OIher females.
Comparatively, the males aim almost the same number of actions at other males as they
do females.
As noted above, the unspecified addressee category occurs most frequently for both males
and females. Here, males' preference for specific action types is more evenly distributed
than females', with "eutral ranking the highest for males at 44.52%, playfill as the
second at 27.74% and dissarisfiedas the third most preferred aI16.77%.ln the F-X
category, neutral actions are clearly in the majority (59.26%) while affrctionate and
disSlJlisfied actions are used equally, though at a much lower rate (14.81 %). Interestingly,
there are no instances of vio/em actions in the F-X category.
Actions that are aimed at the opposite gender exhibit considerable gender similarity. For
the M-F category. affectionate and playful actions are both heavily favoured (44.74%
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and 42.11% respecliv~ly) whil~ the OIher types are rarely used. Similarly, these two action
lypeS dominate the F-M calegory: however females seem to prefer playful (45.83%)
more than aifeclionate (25.00%). All of the OIher action I~s ~ used at a rale of less
than 10% by both males and females. with the exceplion oflhe surprisingly high rate
(12.5%) of violent actions aimed at males by females.
For actions Ihat are aimed at a user of lhe same gender.lhere are inleresting gender
differences. For the M-M category. playful actions make up just over 64%. while the
OIher acrion lypeS are liltle favoured. While Ihe males aimed 38 aclions at OIher males.
there are only foor occurrences of aclions in the F-F calegory. with oifeclionare and
playful being favoored equally.
In order to bener conceplUalize the differences in each direction caregory. lhe preference
r.lnkings are presented in Table 4-13, where each action lype is represented by its first
leuer, where A is affectionate. P is playful. 0 is dissatisfied. V is violent and N is neutral.
Table 4·}3: Ranking:r ofactions by direction
Dlredlon
."
2- 3" .. S'" Direction
."
2" 13" I.· 15·
M-X N P 0 A V F-X N=A Dip 1
M-F A P D=N V F-M P Alvlo=N
M-M P V A N 0 F-F A=P
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From this table is it easy to see how the genders differ in the way they direct their actions.
In all cases. the first action preferred is either affectionate. playful or neutral. For the
males, the second most favoured action type ispla)ful. except in the case of actions
aimed at another male when: violent is second in rank. In all-female interaction. actions
are exclusively affectionate or playful: when females direct actions at males. they also
favour these two categories. with pla)ful actions clearly dominating.
The results of the analysis of the gendered use of actions in this channel are varied.
Overall. men use significantly mon: actions than women do. yet no significant gender
differences are apparent in the genders' choice of action category. Both genders aim more
actions at unspecified users than they do at their own and the opposite sex. In shan. in
channel #h women and men can be said to employ the same kinds of actions in similar
4.5 Conclusion
Given the varied findings outlined above. these results must be funher evaluated in order
to situate them within the larger framework of gendered CMC. The next chapter discusses
the findings of the present study in tenns of the broader context of gender differences in
both face-to-face and computer-mediated interaction.
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Chapter 5 Discussion
This investigation has revealed interesting insights into gendcred interaction in the lRC
channel Ih. Some oflhese confinn the hypotheses set OUI al the start oftne study, and
some disprove these hypotheses. offering instead a somewhat different picture of men's
and women's CMC. COnlradicting previous research, men and women contribUled
proportionally equal amounts of discoorse in channel #h. Unexpl:<:tedly. men displayed a
greater overall usage of emoticons than women, while no significant gender differences in
the choice of specific emoticon types was found. Conversely, but in keeping with
previous research. women made greater overall usage of effiO(eXI than men. while again
there were no significant gender differences in the choice of specific types of emOlex!.
Another finding confinned the prediction of previous research: men displayed greater
overall usage of actions than women. Yet again, there were similarities in the types of
actions the genden; seemed to prefer.
For the most part, these results can be explained in lerms of the differences between
asynchronous CMC and synchronous CMe. Most of the previous research findings and
subsequently, the research hypotheses. were based on asynchronous CMC. These findings
for the most part echoed FfF gendered communication research; many FTF studies
suggest that men dominate discourse. oflen Ihrough Ihe use of aggressive language.
whereas women are more apt to use emOlionallanguage, especially language of the type
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that conveys agreeable and supportive sentiments. However. there are two general but
related differences between asynchronous CMC and synchronous CMC which must be
considered when discussing tbe resuils of the present investigation: the nature of
synchronous CMC and the notion of the "channel as community:'
Asynchronous CMC, including listservs. is similar to traditional interoffice memos or
letlers exchanged by friends. Such asynchronous CMC is often academic or information-
oriented in nature and. while the tone can be informal, it usually does not carry the same
capacity for the expression of emotion or elicit the same dialogue-inspired discourse a.~
synchronous CMC does. By comparison. the nature of synchronous CMC allows for a
highly informal conversation-like interactional setting which lends itself to the expression
of emotion and to less serious discourse. The primary goal of chat is socialization and so
the conversation is often Iightheaned and sometimes even silly, with the users playing
jokes on each ocher and engaging in talk that is used to establish rappon a.~ well as share
knowledge. Such a conversational environment may be perceived as somehow "safer"
and "less socially bound" (Michel 1994:34). thus it may allow the users to converse using
a manner of speaking which might be considered socially unacceptable for them in
a.~Yl'\Chronous communication or in many FfF conte:tts. For men, synchronous CMC may
pennit engagement in close, personal conversations nonnally deemed off-limits: for
women, it may provide the opponunity to impart knowledge and gain status as a result
(We 1993). Recalling Butler's (1990) theory of gender as a social construct, one which is
a series of performances. Lawley (1993) comments that the medium of CMC allows for
more nuid gender coostructions. Indeed. some of the allure of IRC discourse may lie in
the fact fhat it presents an opponunity to explore ways of speaking and types of
communication that are not a part of the normal conversationaJ roles men and women are
expected to playas demonslraled. for example. by the unexpected prevalence of violent
actionsdi~ at males by females.
The nOlion of "channel as community" is another major characteristic of synchronous
CMC which is nOl: often found in asynchronous CMC. On a whole. channel IIh is a well-
formed, close-knit community. Many of the core users have interaction outside of the IRC
medium (e.g., viae-mail, telephone convel'!ations, in-person meetings) which creates a
stable, friendly channel. The users in channel 'I" are welcoming to newcomers and, for
the most part. maintain a hospitable environment. This contrasts with other types of
CMC, especially asynchronous modes. where discourse is most often geared toward the
exchange of infonnation in which the users "discuss" a number of topics in a more
fonnal, often moderated, selling. As stated above, the sociaJ intemction in IRC often
results in silliness and joke-playing. These users are not as concerned with presenting
themselves as better or smarter than the other users. as the users of asynchronous CMC
often are; instead, they are interested in casual conversation with people they know well.
While many studies of asynchronous CMC have deemed the computer-mediated
environment as hostile to women, especiaJly due to the use of adversarial and vulgar
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behaviour such as "f1aming:"~swearing and name calling (McConnick & McConnick
1992, Herring, Johnson & DiBenedetto 1995, Herring [994a, 1994b), lhis channel
operates like a "community ofpracrice," defined by Eckert & McConnelJ-Ginel
(1992:493) as sharing "knowledge, membership, history and praclices." This channel
offers an environment in which users can engage in this shared communiry and, as such,
be comfortable enough 10 communicale openly.
These IWO charocleristics of IRC, specifically evidem in channel #h, are Ihe framework.
for the following discussion of the resulrs on the analyses of participalion, emolicons,
emolext, and actions.
5.1 Participation
While previous research of gender participation in asynchronous CMC has found, for the
most pari. thm men dominate conversation (Herring 1992, 1993a, 1994a, Herring,
Johnson & DiBenedeuo 1995). the dala from channellih contradici this conclusion.
Previous research indicales lhat lhere is Iypically a 3: I male·lo-femaie user ratio in CMC.
In keeping wilh this finding, Ihis inve5ligalion has shown that Ihere were on average Ihree
~ The practice of "flaming" involves Ihe sending of hostile or insulling messages,
usually in response to another user's message.
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times as many male panicipants in channel #h as female. Yet though me may be a male-
dominated medium. female participation in channel Nil was nOl adversely affected.
Though more messages were contributed by men. this is simply a result of the greater
number of male participants in the channel. ralller than a greater posting on average of
messages by men than women. lndeed. women contributed proponionally as much
discourse as did the men in channel Nh.
When the two rates of parlicipation ("words per message" and "messages per minute")
are considered. it is also clear that there are no gender differences in the length or
frequency of messages conuibuted. From these results it can be concluded that. in this
IRC channel. men and women participate equally. While contradicting (he findings of
asynchronous CMC research, tt:ese results are in keeping with those studies of
recreational synchronous CMC which found that gender panicipation was more equal
(Herring 1999), and in one case. that women dominated (Vaughn Trias 1999).~)
As noted above. synchrOllOlls CMC may offer an opponunity for more equal gender
participation rhat is not readily available in asynchronous CMe because of the nature of
'j While Stewart eta/.·s (1999) study of an online synchronous conference foond that
men dominated lhe discussion in terms of length and number of messages, I feel it is imponanlto
point 001 that this was a lask-oriented conference in an ellperimentaJ seuing which is more
analogous to an asynchronous lislServ than a recreational chat group like the one studied here as
well as by Hening (1999) and Vaughn Trias (1999). Therefore ilS results must be approached as
such.
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the chat cooversalion and Ihe notion oflhe channel as community. We (1993:'10) nOles
Ihal of Ihe CMC users she surveyed. "most people answered thai men and women are
able 10 communicate far more easily online than face to face." An examination of the
range of lopies discussed in ,he logged sessions of channel Nil shows thai conversations
aimed at social interaction and the establishment of social rapport occurred alongside lhe
exchange of information and the maintenance of social status. a significant difference
from the findings from asynchronous CMC. Appendix 2 summarizes the topics discussed
in each logged session of channel Nil.
This range of lopics does not conform to the previous findings that so-called "male·
oriented" topics are more prevalent in CMC(Hemng 1993a. Shade 1993). In this
channel. the conversation often reflecled lhe sense of community. involving discussion of
what was going on in the lives of the members of the channel. as well as their moods and
feelings. There are many examples of this, including instances where users discussed
everyday dilemmas. told stories about how they came to join the channel. and reminisced
about what it was like to be a ..newbie:.... Even when topics were discussed thaI were
stereotypically "male-oriented" in nature - mostly computer-related issues such as
software and hardware. website design. networX problems. and video games - the
women in the channel very often participated in these discussions. As noted by Kaplan &
.... The tcnn "newbie" refers to a user who is new to IRe and unfamiliar with the slang,
netiquelle and technology associated with the medium.
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Farrell (1994), the women who panicipate use the Internet and panicipate in CMC are
often already familiar with the ··male" topics noted above. thereby increasing ,he
probability that they can participate in conversations previously inaccessible 10 them.
There was only one session in which the females seemed unwilling to panicipate in the
"male·' topics of soccer, drugs. pornography and masturbation (see Appendix 2. session
foor). However. I feel Ihis is due to the presence of several overbearing male users. who
had never been in channel #/z before but joined the channel to talk to one of the male
channel operators specifically. They commandeered the conversation, silencing evel)'One
else, including other male users who were part of the channel community. This continued
for sorne time until one of the female channel operators started a silly conversation with
the researcher about the weather, which silenced the overbearing males who quickly left
the channel.
For the most part. observation indicales that topics introduced by women were taken up
for discussion in channel #11 as much as those introduced by men, a funher indication that
the nature ofchat encourages equal gender participation. We (1993:113) points OUI that in
her survey of CMC users, "both women and men felt that women had more of a
'presence' online and thaI it is easier for wornen to make their voices heard online than in
face-to-face conversation." This connicts with Herring's (1999) suggestion that because
women are nol being given opportunity to comribute by men or because they are being
mistreated by the men in the channel, women reson to talking only to women. In channel
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Ifh, there seems to be a good deal of mixed-sex discourse in which both the females and
males participate equally.
Given the high incidence of mixed-sex discourse in the channel. it can be surmised that
both males and females are directing their messages at both the opposite sex and their
own sex. Certainly, conversations involving all-male or all-female participants took place
during logged sessions; however, for the most pan. these were not exclusionary and often
occurred alongside mixed-sex conversations. There also seemed to be a fair amount of
cross-talk; that is. users participated in more than one conversation at any given time. so
that a male/female user might be participating in an all·malelall-female conversation on
the one hand. while participating in a mixed-sex conversation on the other. lnterestingly.
there seemed to be few conversations which involved only two participants - in IRC.
discourse is group-oriented. such that one-on-one conversations are difficult to maintain.
II is safe to assume that such conversations look place via "private chat;'olS unfortunately,
the availability of the private chat mode, inaccessible to other participants. prevents
conclusions being drawn about the instance of one-on-one conversations between female-
female. male-male. and mixed-sex dyads.
., Privale cllat occurs in cllat via "Direct Client to Client (occr' or "whisper" fun'tions
of the me program. Limited to two panicipanls. communication takes place via a personal
channel. Often. users will open a private chat channel with another user while sirooltaneoosly
chatting in the group channel.
tOO
In channell/h, as in many others. netiqueue is primarily enforced by channel operators.
These users have special status in the online community because they have access to an
additional set of commands that can, for example, kick or ban a user for breach of
netiqueue. which may include adversarial behaviour such as naming, swearing and name
calling. In this channel, the gender representation of channel operators may further
el'lCourage equal gender panicipation, Given the higher number of men in the channel. it
is no surprise that there were more male channel operators. What is surprising is the ratio
of male-te-female operators. There were on average eight male and four female users who
regularly had channel operator status, resulting in a 2: I gender ratio, one that is much
improved over the overall 3: I ratio of the channel membership."6 This is quite a different
observation from that of Herring (1999). who noted that all oflhe channel operators in
her sample were male. The 2: I ratio in channell/h means that there was at least one
female channel operator present in the channel almost all the time. Referring to the
popularity of online groups that are women-eentred or women's-only, also noted by
Smith & Balka (1988) and Shade (1993), Herring (2000110) says that there is evidence
that "women panicipale more actively and enjoy greater innuence in environments where
the norms of interaction are controlled by an individual or individuals entrusted with
maintaining order and focus in the group." Given this evidence, it may be sunnised that
>6 Channel operator SlalUS is assigned 10 a select number of users and given to lhem by
the channel bot upon entry into the channel). It is also within a channel operalor's power to give
Ihis stalus to other users. 1'1Ie reasons fordoing this are most often only known by the channel
operator. This gifl carries much preslige in lhe channel and the channel operntor rarely gives it 10
thesameuserlwice.
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having female channel oper.lIors in channel #11 made other females feel more comfortable
in panicipating.
Interestingly, Herring (1999) found that in her study there were instances of harassment
where the male channel operators unnecessarily kicked female users. that is, they caused
the females to be disconnected from the channel. Of all the sessions logged in channel #h,
there were seven kicks carried out by male channel operators while the female channel
operalOrs perfonned three.~7Of the seven male·initiated kicks. six were aimed at other
males. two for violating netiquetle and four for unpleasant behaviour. Only one of the
male-initiated kicks was aimed at a woman, and it was done in jest. Of the female-
initiated kicks. all were aimed at men: two were meant to be gags (both by the same
female channel operator) while the other was perfonned OUI of annoyance. While Herring
(1999) indicates that in her study the k.icks, all male-initiated. were arbitrary, unprompted
and intended to annoy the kick.ed user. in channel #II the opposite seems to be true.
Possibly had there been female channel operators in the channel investigated by Herring.
as there are in channel #11, such harassment might not have occurred.
"It is also possible 10 be kicked byabot,forcertain3Cts pre-progrnmrned by the
channel owner. e.g., trying to alter the bot's settings. 1llese kicks are not discussed here.
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In conclusion. this study suggesu tRat the nature of t~ synchronous medium and t~
range of topK:s discussed in an IRe channel such as channel III offer an opportunity for
both genders to panicipate equally.
5.2 Emoti<OllS
The results of t~ investigation into gender diffe~nces in emotK:oo usage in channelllh
were unexpected. While p~vious research indicated that women would use fT"IOre
emoticons than men. the opposite was the case: men displayed a greater overall usage of
emoticons in this channel.
Additionally. when an intergendered analysis of emoticoo choice was considered. no
signifJCallt differences emerged in the degree to which women and men chose specifK:
emoticon types. Similarly. t~re were few differences in the intragendered analysis
results. i.e~ in the within-gender choke of specific emoticon types. Both genders
preferred smiles and winks as t~ir first and second choices. respectively, and their
rankingsof pceference for the remaining ernoticons were noI dissimilar.
These findings may be interpreted via the two characteristics of IRC discussed above.
Although some of the asynchronous CMC findings point to an increased use of
stereotypical gender-marked language and interactional pallems. chat represents an
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infonnal discourse selling whe~ the gender.> may have the opponunily 10 experimenl in
lernts of !he S1ere<l(ypical roles usually associated with gender and language. lnSIead of
men feeling obligaled 10 the Ystrong bill silenlw Sl:ereolypc. they may feel~
comfonabk ex~ing emotion in !he casua.I imemctional setLing offered by IRC where
communication is, in addilion, mediated by !he use of an online nickname which mayor
may llOl: index ~aI-life gender. Reminiscent of lhe posilion laken by Cameron (1997:54)
that, while Sl:eteOlypically Yfeminine;' gossip fulfills an appropriate need for males in
"affinning the solidarity of an in·group,'· Jaffe el al. (1995:'160) find lhal"despite a social
expeclation for males 10 portray social independence, the need for social interdependence
is equally slrong for males as il is for females" and Ihal Ihis need can be expressed in
cenain forms of CMC. In her survey of the experiences of lnlemet users, including users
of MUDs and mc. We (19931"14) relales lhe comment of one woman with ~gards to
this poinl: "Men arc mo~ open online lhan face-la-face. . Men freely give online hugs
and kisses, which you don'l see in face-to-face conlaCtS as mucll."
AllOIher explanalion may be lhal because the Sl:ereotypc exiSl:s lhat males' speech Icnds 10
be adversarial and aggressive, men explicitly marlc.lheir language when they are not
behaving in this manner, for example. through lhe use of smiles and winks. Tbeir auempcs
10 be clearly underslood could resull in an increased nl.le of use of elTlOlicons. An example
of the use of an emOlicon 10 imerpret a possibly misread comment is given in (10). Here.
user 8ooy-o is telling another person to ask user LeVI to log on 10 the channel. The use of
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the imper.uive could be mistaken for a rude or angry command; however, the smile
emoticon mitigates [his imerpretation and tones down the effect of the command as
shown in (10):
(IO) <8uoy-o> teillevt to get online :)
It is interesting [0 note that, as stated in section 1.2.2.3 above. emolicons almost always
come at the end ofa message, often in place oflhe grammatical punctuation symbol,
where the addressee is certain not to miss it. In this way, emoticons 'punctuate' or
emphasize the speaker's intem before the addressee can misimerpret it, 3.'i shown in ([0)
above.
In example (II), the user Wauail asks about my research and the user LeV( interjects by
asking if I had tried the channel #cy~,sex, a comment that could easily be imerpreted as
vulgar or lascivious. Here, (he use of the wink modifies a commem which is imended to
be a joke.
(11) <Wattail> ResearchGirl: found any interaction yet?
<Wauail> or just random insults?
<levI> Hehe
<Levt> Tried #cybersex? :)
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Many of Ihe instances of winks and other elTlOlicons in channel #h are used to modify
commems thai could be taken as vulgar or lewd, and indicate inslead thai the imem was
intended 10 be merely suggestive or flirtalious. It is interesling thai while this Iype of
"Ioning down" of sexual commenls is employed more by men, female panicipanls in
channel #h also use Ihis technique. As stated above, the point of chat is social inleraction
and some of this interaclion takes the form of flirtation - however not to the ellient that
Herring (1999) describes in her study, where the female users are given !he choice of
inleracting nirtaliously with Ihe male users or being kicked from the channel. Female
users in channel #h do nol face being removed from the channel if lhey do not participale
in flirtation, as discussed in 5.1 above.
Both males' and females' seeming reluctance 10 use the other emoticons - notably
frowns and rasp~rrit!s,which express displeasure and poking fun - can be interpreted
in conjunclion wilh Ihe above explanations. In Ihis informal, conversalional context, lhe
users are auempting to be friendly and sociable, which is in keeping wilh James &
Drakich's (1993:299) claim Ihat in FTF communication "the more casual the
conversation .. the more [that} 'facilitalive' uses of speech are required." The goal of
conversation is 10 make friends and have fun. not to make people feel stupid or inferior.
The usage of raspberries is often intended to be teasing, as opposed to mean. as
illustraled in example (12) where EagkEyes's reply of "cos you suck" is dearly marked
as a teasing commenl as opposed to a hoslile one; however. the raspberry emoticon does
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nO( seem 10 have the same minimizing effect as a $/I1il~ or a wink might, as evidenced by
Hafim's su~uentfro~71:
(12) • EagleEyes gives ann anolhcr rubix cube
<PeppcrAnn> hchc
<PepperAnn> thanks
<haIim> how come i didn't get one eh 1
<EagleEyes> cos you suck
<EagleEyes> :P
<haIim> :(
Thefro~.m emotK:on, which ranks quite low for both men and women, is used to indicate
dismay, displcasure or unhappiness. Frowns are ItIOSl often used to describe displeasure
at oneself, orsornc situation out of one's control, as opposed 10 displeasure with another
user: for example. in (13l Halim is having troubk with his video game Dactnt, and in
(14) ·Tash is distraught that she is not having steak for supper like her family:
(I J) • halim cannot for the life of him get Descent to work :(
(14) <'Tash> no fair they are having steak :««((
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Within the medium of IRe. the genders' preferences and dislikes for specific emoticon
types may be explained by similar reasons. The desire to appear friendly and hospitable in
a channel where pleasant conversation is the goal. along with being welcoming as a
community. can best be achieved through the use of smiles and winks, whereas behaviour
contradictory 10 this mandate. as demonstrated by the inadequacy of raspburies to clearly
convey a teasing tone and the discontent associated with frowns. may be viewed as
unacceptable and result in rejection from the channel.
The above findings are quite different from what previous CMC research has reJXlrted.
For the most pan. this literature deals with the use of emOlicons in asynchronous CMC.
Jaffe et 01. (1995) found that a higher percentage of emOlionaltext was produced by
females than by males. Witmer & Katzman (1997) found that while fl~w emoticons were
used overall. their hypothesis that women used more emoticons than men was partially
supported. Gurak (1995:12) commented that in one listserv discussion group, it was
"primarily women who used lOiS of smileys and other emOlicons:' These results from
asynchronous CMC are in keeping with those of at least some fTF communication where
women have been found to produce more positive socioemotional content. as illustrated
by support and agreement (e.g.. Leet·Pellegrini 1980. Aries 1982).
The research on gender differences in the use of emoticons and emolionallanguage in
synchronous CMC are few in number and need to be regarded cautiously when compared
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to the present inveslig3tion. Herring (2000) comments Ih31 in her 1998 study. women
used more representations of smiles and laughter in IRe than men did. up to three times
as much. while men were more likely to use insulting. aggressive spee<:h. Unfortunately
she does not expand further on this statement. except to say that her results "parallel the
finding that women and men in asynchronous discussions tend to use different discourse
styles" (113).
Interestingly. the conclusions that most parallel those of the present study come from an
asynchrooous newsgroup. In his study of two Usenel newsgroups. Smith (1998) found
contradictory results. In the "soc.singles"(SS) newsgroup.lhe use of emoticons by men is
said 10 follow the "rigid rule of textual masculinity" established in some online groups;
thaI is, men do nO{ use emoticons. lhereby refle<:ling "an element of male gender
perfonnance in RL.lhe association of masculinity with emotional reserve" (Smith
1998:525). This finding conflicts with that of the "soc.singles.moderated" (SSM)
newsgroup, where Smith (1998:525) discovered that men use emoticons "freely, and at
about the same rJ.te" as women. Smith's explanation for this differing findings is based
on the differing natures of the newsgroops.~·1be SS newsgroup is a stereotypical group
.. Smith (1998)did llOI consider the possibility that a moderator in the SSM newsgroup
mitigated the typical asynchronous CMe scenario with regards 10 gendered communication. as
illustrated in the SS newsgroup. This is especially surprising given that Herring (2000) cites
evidence thaI the preseocc ofa model1ltor. whose job it is to maintain conduct order. may affect
the interaction, for uample by encouraging women to panicipale more freely and openly in
CMe.
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with "anarchic, antagonistic and obscene" overtones, while SSM is a smaller group,
which seems to place "high value on mutual support" (Smith 1998:522). The SSM
newsgroup is analogous to the IRC channel examined here in that it has fewer users and
is a close-knit community where the goaJ of communication seems 10 be social
interaction, as opposed to the SS newsgroup which seems to be typical of asynchronous
groups in that there is a large membership and the content leans toward "hyperbolic
statements about Women and Men" (Smith 1998:522). Given the similarities in the
natures of SSM and channeillh. it is no surprise that their panicipants' usages of
emoticons are similar. yet different from the 55 newsgroup or other more traditional
asynchronous CMC.
5.3 Emotext
This study has shown that the gendered usage patterns of emotext in channel #11 are very
differem from those of emoticons. With regards to rale of emotext usage. women display
a significantly greater use than men; however. the intragendered rankings of emOlext
choice show that there is no difference in the genders' preferences for specific types of
emotext.
lbe females' greater use of emotext is one of lhe few findings of this study that may
confinn the importance of traditional gender stereotypes. While the males in this channel
seem to have embraced the use of emoticons. they may not feel as comfortable expressing
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their emotions in ways that traditionally have been deemed "women's language" as
represented by the textual equivaJems to vocal pitch, intonation, or emphasis that are
illustrated in examples (15), (16), and (17) respectively:
(I) <Iempa> finals are the week after next
<Iempa> eeeeeillk
(16) <PepperAnn> that sounds sooo good
(17) <Tasha> the can is BLUE!!!!!!
The males' preference for emolicons may lie in the fact thai emoticons are grdphic
representations ofemotions, which may be deemed to be somehow more "masculine"
than representing the suprasegmental dimension of language or the actual way that speech
sounds, which may be considered overly "feminine:~9
This said. the genders nonetheless display the same rankings of emotext choice. As
discussed above in 5.2 above, this may be explained by the nature of chat discourse. For
the most part chat is nOI serious or academic; rather it is lighthearted and somelimes silly,
since social interaction is its primary goal. For this reason, the predominant emotext
choice for bolh genders is joking, which is not surprising when the level of humour and
.t9 See Brend (1972), Titze (1989) and Woods (1992) for more on gender differences in
suprasegmental and acoustic chafacteristics.
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the average age of the participants are both considered. The second most preferred type of
emotext is approving, which can be explained by the friendliness of the channel and by
the fact that it is a tight-knit community where the users are not ootto "one-up" each
olher or cause the others hurt. Disapproving emotext is ranked third, over rude which is
ranked last, and may be explained by the fact that the users of this channel do IlOI tolerate
transgressions of the channel rules nor do they allow users to haphazardly degrade fellow
While this findings are in keeping with the general stereotype of a..ynchronous CMC in
that women use more emotextthan men, in channelllh there is something of a
conlradiction with respect to the conversation types usually associated with men and
women. The findings of asynchronous CMC suggest thai men and women have two
distinct communicative styles, which are said to parallel those found in fTF
communication. Most of Herring's asynchronous research (1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1994a,
1996b, 1998 (cited in Herring 2000») has foond that women's online language is
characterized by apologies, personal orientation and support of other users, whereas
men's online language is characterized by strong assertions, authoritative oriemation and
challenges to other users. As stated above, in channel/lh both genders prefer jokillg and
approving emotext types far more than disapproving and nlde types: this is yet another
discrepancy between the findings of asynchronous and synchronous CMC research.
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Therefore the conclusions of other synchronous research into the use of emotexl must be
examined.
While in their study of a synchronous me conference. Stewan er 01. (1999) did not
investigate the possible differences in the amount of emotext used by males and females.
they did note differences in communication styles similar 10 those suggested by Herring.
Stewart et af. (19991:70) commented that men used "strong. even aggressive language"
while women used the "language of agreement:' These findings may seem to indicate that
lhe results of the present investigation are deviant from the nonn. However. it musl be
noted Ihat the fact thaI Stewan el al.·s conclusions echo those of asynchronous CMC can
be attributed to the greater similarities of their interaclional setting to a listserv as
opposed to a recreational me channel. First of all. lhe conference from which Stewan et
aJ. (1999129) collected their data was a "quasi-experimenl. that is. the communication
situation was COntrived by the researchers." Secondly. the participants did not know each
other before the experiment. Thirdly.lhe conversation which look place was not social in
nature: instead. it was a task-oriented exercise which used a test ("Lost on the Moon") to
elicit group decision-making discussion.~Consequently, these results need to be
~ In this test. devised by Doyle & Strauss (1976). SlewiU1tl 01. (1999:131) told
participants "to rank. in order of imponance to their surviyal. IS items to bring on their trek [to
the moon] and were told Ihey had 30 minutes to complete their task"
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considmd carefully before any geom.l conclusions about die gender differeoces in
emotext use in sync:hrooous CMC are drawn.
Instead of following the typical "fema1e--affiliativc" versus "malc-dissaffiliativc"
communication styles. the users ofchannel #II seem to be more intcrcsIcd in maintaining
• fiiendly. hospitable environment where joking and approving types of mt01ext an: used
much mote than disapproving and rude cmoteltt. This is in keeping with the definition of
this channel as an infonnal intmtetiooal setting where the users feel a sense of
community.
5.4 Actioas
In clwmel Nh, actions are used mote ovenll by males than by femaJes. As with
emoticons and emoIext., there were no gender differences in the intergcndcred action
choke and similar panems of inttagendered action choice were observed.
The finding that men use more actions supports the conclusions ofCherny (1994) and
Herring (1999). Herring discoveml that all ofthe actions in bet sample were produced by
men. Chemy's results were split into two general categories: ''hugslwbugglcs'' and
..other" actions; ahhough Cherny docs not draw this overall conclusion herself, when
these categories are combined, the men in her MUD make greater use of actions than the
women do.
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The males' significamly greater usage of actions in channel IIh may be seen as a
continuation of the trend exhibited by the males' use of cfTI()(icons; that is. they are using
actions to be explicit in their expression of emotion. as shown in (18).
(18) " Levt grins mischievously
Like elll()(icons but unlike emotext, actions are a graphic way to express emotion. without
using elements of spoken language. as emotext does. As with emoticons. actions may be
considered more masculine. The "masculine" quality of actions may be derived from the
fact that they, and to some degree emoticons as welJ. are depersonalized. lnslead of
simply announcing their efTl()(ional intent. participants who usc actions are employing
what Rodino (1997:'49) calls "an omniscient narrator."lnterestingly. Ruedenberg er at.
(1994) liken actions to the stage directions insened by playwrights into the scripts ofa
play. As sudt, the use of third-person narralion as characterized by actions can be seen as
something of a removal of the speaker from the interaction.
Given the similarities between actions and emoticons, it is no surprise that actions can
sometimes express the same sentiment as an emoticon would, as in (19). Additionally,
emoticons are orten contained within an action as in (20).
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(19) .. PeppcrAnn frowns
(20) .. lassarO throws a pie in ResearcbGid's face: :)
When the rypes of actions pceferred by the genders in Ihis investigation ate examined, it is
clear that women use a h.igher proportion of af!«IiOflQte actions (see for example (21»
than do men.
(21) .. 'Tash hugs eagle
This finding is in keeping wilh Cherny's (1994) "huglwhuggle" analysis which shows
lhat women used more "hugs" and Ywhuggles- than did men. Hugs and whuggles ate
related actions (the latter is used almosl exclusively in MUDs) whtch Chemy(I994:I0.5)
says ate often used Yas a sign of affection or support." In contrast 10 the aff«IiOtlate
results., the men used more pla)ful actions in channelllh (see for example (22)) than the
women did.
(22) .. l....evt pokes Nels again
Boch genders used a1mostlhe same proponion of nt!lllral uc:tions, which was quite high in
both cases. Conversely, dissatisfied and violent actions are selecled least of all (especi31ly
the latter), presumably for the same reasons why disapprovillg and rude emotext ate used
II.
so liltle -lilt: channel's communily would DOIlo'er3te such displays of negalive
interaaion which would cenainly disrupl the social focus of the conversation_ Herring
(1999: 155) suggests that in her channel. women are less inclined 10 use actions !han men
because the observed actions are typtcaJly used to ~enac:t sexuallya~ive behaviors.
and thus may be avoided by pankipants who are the targetS of the behaviln~ (i.e.• the
females). This does not seem to be the case: inchannc:1 Ih.
The males' lack of use of uffectionalf: actions reflects the gender stereotype of being less
likely to be seen 3.<; "emotional," which to some degree is corroborated by FTF findings
(Gaoong & Coleman 1993). Another possible explanation is that, in synchronous CMC.
actions may be seen as having the same communicative weight as real life actions woukl.
Chemy (1994: 1(6) comments that with regards to "hugs" and ~whuggles:'lhe etiquelle
involved seems 10 require Ihal both panic:s feel aff"ectiofl<uely toward one another.
especially if they have not met [in) RL~ - as such. affectionole actions (such as k.isse:s
and hugs) arc probably used sparingly in channellh. Additionally, any other affectiOlltJre
action (e.g., smiling) may be represeOled by other means (e.g.• emoticons).
When gender of performer and addressee are considered simuhaneously, some
differences did emerge in the case of gender-specific addressees. Females directed almost
as many actions at males as at unspecified participants, yet vel}' few at other females.
Males, on the OIher hand. directed relatively few actions at either males or femaks. With
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regards to action type. maJes aimed more affecti()tI(Jte actions at females and very few:al
other males. 1bc:se results echo Cherny's (1994:107) who also notes that aff«riorlCJu
M-M actions. including "1lugsM and 'WhugglesM are "probably meant to annoy. M
Another factor here: is that our homophobic society disapproves of males being
affectionate with one another. as such displays could be interpreted as indM:at.ive of
homosexual tendencies. lnterestingly. there were only four instances of F-F :actions in
tOla.!. equally affectionate andpla)fuJ. This tends 10 confinn the :aforementioned
suggestion that in channelllh aclions may be perttived as "masculine" behaviour. unlike
the "feminine" use of conversational techniques which could be considered closer to
actual speech. in panicular efTl(l(ex1.
While men use more l'iolenllCtions overallth:an women. a finding that is in keeping with
Cherny (1994). it is important to OOCe that there were very few instances of ~iolent actions
on the pan of either gender. With regards to diteCtion. the violentlCttons used by males
tended to be aimed at other males or unspecified panicip:ants. while those used by females
were solely diteCted at maJes. lbe finding that women are more apt to use violent
imagery when conversing wilh males is unexpected rel:ative 10 the literature on FfF and
asynchronoos CMC interaction. Cherny (1994: 113·114) interprets similar results as "an
example ofwomen's adaptation to the different discourse Style in male-dominated
groups." Such an interpretation. however. assumes a dichotomous view of gender. in
whict} the expression of violence is seen as an exclusively m:ak prerogative.
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The fael thai pJa)fid and "~"tral actions werr used extensively by both genders while
neither gender favoured viole", acttons. funher supports the idea lhal the goal of Ihis
channel's communication is socia! interaction. primarily of a fun and open-minded Iype.
5.5 Conclusion
The resuhs of Ihis investigation inlo gender differrnces in synchronous CMC do not echo
the Iypica! conclusions of the liletalurr on FfF discourse or asynchronous CMC
interaclion wilh rrspect to both degrees ofpatticipatioo and use of emoticoos. Similarly.
eltamination of the emoleltt and 3Clioos resulls show a departure from the tradilional
findings concerning gender-preferred types of language. This has been explained in lerms
of the narurr of IRC and the notion of the channel as community of praclice. However.
anoIher consideralion he~ is the current crilicism lhal. much of earlier literalure on gender
and language was too rigid in its interpreUlion of gender differences in language
(Cameron 1992. Freed & Greenwood 1996. Cameron 1997).
The currem lileratu~suggests lhallhese differences are not nearly as pronounced as
gender role slereolypes would predicl. A whole range of variables independenl of gender
needs to be taken imo consideration. l1lese variables include lopic of conversation. lhe
conleltt of imeraclion (deg~e of fonnaJity, number of speakers. elc.). age of speakers and
personality faclors. Some of tile literature (e.g.. James & Clme 1993) questions the
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valKlity of the conclusions of earlier FfF gender studies, given their potential observer
bias in light of the expectation of dichotomized gender styles.
Cameron (1991) recalls Butler's (19'Xl) COIICq)l of~r as perl'orntanee and comments
thai. women and men are not from different cultures as previous theories have suggested:
instead. M[men and women) do not onl)'Ieam, and then mechanically reproduce. ways of
speaking "appropriate' to their own sex: they learn a much broader set of gendered
meanings thaI allach in rather complex ways to different ways of speaking, and they
produce their own behaviour in the lighl of lhose meanings" (280-281), In her study of
gendered interaction in JRC. Rodino (1997:165) presents a similar argument. in that her
analysis Msuggests that concepIualizing gender as a dichotomy neglects the variety of
gender conSlIUCtion in IRe. Although some gender perfonnances in IRC conform to
dualistic: gender categories. others break out of binary COItegories,M
Considering this observation, it is not surprising that given the context of IRC. the men
and women in channellh were able to converse in non-traditional ways alongside more
stereotypical and more commonly allested gendered styles of communication.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
Since much of the previous literature on gender in CMC has focused on asynchronous
modes of communication, this thesis sought 10 examine the Jess investigated mode of
synchronous CMC. The hypo(heses called for similar results as past research has
reported: males panicipalc more lhan females do; femalC$ usc more emolionallanguage
(i.e.. ernolioons and emotexl) than males do; and males use more actions Ihan females do.
The examination of gendered modes of inleraction in Internet Relay Chat channel #11 has
confirmed only some of these hypotheses. In keeping with previous research, women
displayed a significantly greater usage of effiO(cxt, while men used significantly more
actions. Conversely, men and women contributed proportionally equal amounts of
discourse in channel #h - an unexpected finding given the evidence to the contrary from
both FfF discourse and asynchronous CMC. An()(her unexpected finding was that men
displayed a greater overall usage of emoticons than women.
These findings have been interpreted within two separate frameworks which hinge on t!'le
differences between asynchronous and synchronous CMC, namely the nature of chat, and
notion of channel as community. The nature of chat as a medium allows for more open
communication on the pans of men and women. Panicipants are no! bound to follow
stereotypical gender roles, as they are more likely to be in asynchronous CMC. and lhey
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are given an opportunity 10 communlcale in .. CORtext or regiSier that is casual. one which
is very diffettnt from !he intemctiooa.l environmenl offered by asynchronous listsefVS and
newsgroups. The notion of channel constilUling a communily also allows for sudI open
communtcation, since the users are familiar with each other and perceive !heir computer-
mediated environment as a meeting place where social interaction is the primary goal.
As such. while lhe finding that the participation of men and women in channel flh is equal
is unexpected, it is not far from inexplicable. Similarly,lhe discovery that men use more
emoticons overall as opposed to women is by no means incomprehensible. The men in
this channel seem to have embraced the fonn of emotional shorthand offered by graphic
symbob. Ukewise, the women in this channel seem very comfortable in expressing their
emotions by means of emotext. as predicted by pr-evious FTF and CMC research. The
finding that men use more actions than do women is also expected based on the pr-evious
findings, and may be interpreted as an extension oflheir preference for using unique
methods for conveying meaning in computer-mediated communication.
Clearly the conclusions of this investigation need 10 be considered carefully. especially in
light of the fact that they are drawn from a single channel and a relatively small group of
participants. However. inasmuch as channel flh typifies a recreational mc channel, the
findings from it may be considered to be reflective of a channel of similar composition
and function. Nonetheless the findings of the present study certainly indicate that more
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resoearch into synchronous CMC modes must be conducted. specifICally those which~
focused on social interaction as opposed to acldentic discussion. Such modes present a
compelling testing ground for language and gender investigators. And as resoearch
indicates that more women are logging on than ever bef~. the need to examine gendered
communication in such newly-emerging environments can only become gre:uer.
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APPENDIX I: URI'S' gender categorizations
Table J: Female narticinanlS (n-II)
Participant Source of information! Partkipant ...""or
verification Information!
verifkalion
Cjayl other users'/selfrefercncesas FROGGY RL name (F)
F: gendered nick given on website
AickChick other users'/selfrcferencesas LovelyL.ady Photo and RL name
F: gendered nick given on website (f)
GeneVieve olher users'/selfreferencesas PepperAnn Photo and RL name
F: gendered nick given on website (F)
LynnLy OIher users'/self references as 'Tash Photo and RL name
F: gendered nick given on website (f)
SherylCrow other users'/self references as Tempa PhoIo and RL name
F: gendered nick given on website (f)
Tanoogirl other users'/self referencc:s as
F: gendered nick
Table 2: Male oarticioants (n-34'
Participanl Source of Infonnationl Participanl Source of informalionl
veriflallion verifteation
Buoy-o RL name Cyclops Other users'/self references
given on website (M) as M: gendered nick
discjockey Gender Oil Other users'/self references
given on website as M: gendered nick
DonnY Photo and RL name Fide Other users'/self references
given on website (M) as M: gendered nick
EagleEyc:s RLname hOOIS Gendered nick: additional
given on websile (M) knowledge of researcher
Ger-Vase Pholo and RL name Huey Other users"self references
given on websile (M) as M: gendered nick
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Tobit! 2 (com'd): Malt! participams (n=34)
Participanl Source or inronnaliool Partkipanl 800m! or lnronnalionl
verilkalion verir.c:aUon
Halim PhoIO and RL name Hulk Gendered nick: addilional
given on website (M) knowledge of researcher
Krish Photo and RL name ,.c, Other users'/self references
given on websile (M) as M: gendered nick
,-,,, Pic and RLnarne Laner Or.herusers' reference:
given on website (M) addilional knowledge of
researcher
Mercury Gender La,...o Or.her users'/self references
given on website as M: alsII response
Nelsoo_B PhoIO and RL name Lethall Other users reference:
given on websire (M) additional knowledge of
researcher
Quony Photo and RL name MocK Other users'/self references
given on website (M) as M:gendered nick
PholO and RL name Mercury Other users' reference:
given on websile (M) additional knowledge of
researcher
Remo Photo and RL name oscarl3 Olhcrusers'/sclfreferences
given on website (M) as M; gendcred nick
Thellol PholO and RL name PabLol Othcrusers'/selfreferences
Thakan given on websile (M) KoolTop as M: gendered nick
AnDrew Gendered nick: additional Popeye Ol:hcrusers' reference:
knowledge of researcher addilional knowledge of
researcher
bowelfvalJi OIher users'/self references skywalker Other users'/self references
as M; gendered nick as M: gendered nick
Cisco OIher users'/self references Wauail Ol:her users'/seJf references
asM: gendered nick as M; gendered nick
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Table 3: Participants Ofunknown ender(n=19}
Partklpanls (None olltae criteria mel)
A FAN Hansel Sphinx
dana JuJielikl8 ohhh squid
duckgirl K.roo PARKERD VanMonison
.urope kindaears poco ZORRO
GreTel Loverboy SCREW U
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APPENDIX 2: Topil'S discussed in each logged session
SessJon I: Users' specs (e.g., a/s11 queries and answers,lalk aboul whal it is like where
someone lives; questions about their lives. etc.); 8o(s: Food: Discussion about other
members of the channel (e.g., who are pn:sentlabsentl: Current goings-on in users' Jives:
Discussion of my researehj,
Session 2: Games: Users' specs: Websites (e.g., satellite pictures ofeanh): Discussion of
my research; Food; Computers (e.g., hard drive specs).
Session 3: Discussion of my research; Discussion about OIher members of the channel:
The playing of sounds in mc: Movies: Food.
Session 4: Computer programs; Websites: Music: Discussion of my research:
Masturbation: Drugs; Soccer: Pornography.
Session 5: Discussion about other members of the channel: "Nulcing:" E·mail accounts.
Session 6: Access/connection to the Internet; Discussion about other members of the
channel; Discussion of my research; Personal logs: Joke telling: "Kicking" war with bot;
Food; What it is like to be a "newbie:" Individual users' lales of how they came 10 join
the channel.
Session 7: Discussion about other members of the channel; How the channel came to be
(i.e., the story of #11); Bots; Food; Drinks: Personal problems; Weather: Cost of Internet
access in different parts of the world: Currency conversion.
Session 8: Discussion of my research: Discussion about other members of the channel:
Roughhousing/teasing conversation: Websites: Server lag; Users' specs: Binhdays and
binhday presents.
Session 9: Discussion of my research: Discussion about other members of the channel:
Server problems; IRC scripts: Employment insurance; The Internet: Computer problems.
Session 10: Roughhousing/joking conversation: Server/connection problems; Computer
games: Board games: Discussion about other members of the channel: Homework:
Photos: Users' specs; Pets; Computer networks.
" This usually involved funher e,.;planalioo of what my research was about, where users
could find more information (i.e.. my website) and queries as 10 how it was progressing.
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APPENDIX 3: Sessional information
(? = punicipants of Imknown gender)
Seuion Time Ioaed (NST) Duration Total Users
(FIMI?)
20:.50-21:42 Ih32 3(11210)
22:55-00:38 2h58 15(319/3)
21;31-22:38 lhl2 9(31610)
20:48-23:06 2hl8 15 (4/1Ot'I)
22:02-22:54 Oh52 7(21411)
21:47-00:44 2h57 19(511212)
21 :36-00:28 2h52 15(51812)
19:55-22:07; 22:36-23:33 3h03 23(5114/4)
19:55-21 :36; 21 :}4-23:08 3h06 21 (3/14/4)
10 19: 17-21:27; 21:29-22:32 2h46 21 (3/14/4)
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APPENDIX 4: IRe transc::rlpl wllh &ample coding
I (19:.50)<Ger>wblasha
2 (19:50J <EagleEyes> TAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASHAAAAAAAAAAA
3 (19:50) <Cyclops> heyz lash:)
4 (19:50J <PcpperAnn> wb tllsha
5 (19:501<halim>wbla~h
6 (19:50J· EagleEyc:s Ihrows a bouncy ball allash
7 (19:50) <'Tash> 00 fair Ihey arc having sleak :«((((((
8 119:51] <EllgleEyes> llWWW
9 (19:511 <PepperAnn> Ihat sounds sooo good
10 [19:51] <F..agleEyes> ann... gimmie your conneclion!
II (19:51] <'Tash> icant have it:«((((((
12 [19:52J <EagleEyes> iI's FAST
13 [19:52J u·l.a.~_q2 is now known as Las.'liIrO
14 (19:52J <EagleEyes> well played lassam
15 (19:52]d..assarO>:ol
16 [19:52J <La.~sarO> Thanks
17 (19:52] <LassarO> Vr nOltoo sucky urself
18 (19:52]··· MacK hasquitlRC (Bye bye peeps)
19 (19:52]· EagleEyes grins
20 (19:52] <EaglcEye.~> I'mok
21 (19:53] <PepperAnn> ils fast today not always fastlhogh
22 (19:53) <EllgleEyes> i know :lIln;) hehe
23 (19:53J<Ger>brb
24 119:53J<EagleEyes>4000cps
25 (19:53) <EagleEycs> woo ha
26 (19:53J <EagleEyes> lash.. you need Ihis way tOO
27 (19:53] <Eag1eEyes> ii's hilarious
28 (19:53] <'Ta~h> no
29 (19:53] <'Tash> i dont wanl il
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I Generuldi!ll:oot!'ic
2 Emoleu: Approving
3 Emolicon: Smile
4 Gcncraldiscour.<;e
5 Generaldiscoorse
6 Action: Playful
7 Emoticon: Frown
8 EmoleKt:Approving
9 EmoteKI: Approving
10 EmoleU: Other
II Emoticon: Frown
12 EmoleKI: Approving
13 (ChllnnetlrafflC)
14Genc:rolldiscoursc
15 Emoticon: Smile
16 General di:\Course
17 Geneml discourse
18 [Channel Imfficl
19 Action: Affectionale
20 General discourse
2\ General discourse
22 Emoticon: Wink
23GenernldiscourSl:
24 General discourse
25 Emolexl: Approving
26Generaldiscoorse
27 Generolldiscoor.'ie
28 Generul discourse
29 General discourse
APPENDIX .5: Elhics polky
From hTtp://www...cs.mun.ca/-j~ddlele.hics.hlm
Slalemetll or Research Inlml
The collection of data is for the purposes of research imo the interaction of users of
Internet Relay Chat (ffie). The collected research will subsequently form the basis for my
thesis, to be completed in panial fulfillment of the requirements of the Master of Arts
degree. This thesis. once completed. will be made available from the Department of
Linguistics, Memorial University of Newfoundland. the Queen Elizabeth Ulibrary.
Memorial University of Newfoundland and on the Internet at an websitelURL to be
determined.
Ethics Policy
Confidentiality. Any content discussed during the chat session that is felt to be of a
sensitive nature will not be revealed. nor will messages conducted privately (e.g.. via
DeC or outside of the regular channel).
Anonymity. No user will be identified by hislher name. location. computer (IP address). e-
mail address, nick/user name. or any other recognizable features not mentioned here.
which might reveal hislher real life or online identities. In addition. the logged channel(s)
and ilCcompanying channel topic(s) will also not be revealed. Pseudonyms will be
provided in all trarlscripts of chat sessions. in all raw data as well as where it is absolutely
necessary to presem excerpts of chat within the text or appendices of the thesis.
Infonned Consent. Every attempt will be made to obtain informed consent from all users
present during a logged chat session. Permission to log the chat session will be requested
upon entry imo the channel and periodically during the session fOf the benefit of new
users. If any user is not completely comfonable with this. the researcher will cease
logging and disregard that session.
Accessibility. As stated above. this thesis, once completed, will be made available from
the Depanment of Linguistics. Memorial University of Newfoundland. the Queen
Elizabeth Ulibrary. Memorial University of Newfoundland and on the Internet at an
websitelURL to be determined. All raw data (transcripts of chat sessions). whether
utilized for the purposes of the thesis or subsequent publications. will remain in the sole
possession of tlte researcher. to be shared with others only with legitimate reason (e.g..
thesis examiners).
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APPENDIX 6: hrtklpltion data
~~ionnumber 1 2 3 4 3 • 1 • 9 10 All
Panicipanls F 3 3 4 2 3 , 3 3 3 340
M 2 9 • 10 4 12 • 14 14 14 9JO
Telllual F 48 92 111 ., 90 303 133 119 29 86 1196
rmgs
M .9 421 218 49. 133 421 415 521 455 514 3685
Non-Ieltlual F 2 0 19 0 0 2 0 3 0 I 29
msgs
M 0 19 20 2 , 2 3 4 , 13 13
TOialmsgs F '0 92 190 ., 90 301 133 184 29 81 122S
posted
M '9 440 238 '00 136 423 420 525 458 529 3158
Total F 221 218 714 209 396 1073 563 380 13 319 44'.
words
M J05 1791 .11 2210 ,.. t887 1823 2121 1530 1885 14929
Avemge F 4.• 3.02 4..53 3.43 4.4 3..52 4.17 3.24 2..52 3.71 3.7.5
word5lllKg
M 3.43 4.2.5 3.72 4.44 4.26 4.48 4.39 4.07 3.36 3.61 4.01
TOiallime F 1h20 1h41 2h27 3hOi Ih24 ..,.. 4h22 3h23 2h50 4hl6 31h44
IN chan
M lh39 5h37 6hJO 101119 3h26 11lh50 101114 IJh08 16h24 IIlhOO 88b07
Averoige F 0.63 0.86 1.29 0.34 1.01 0.74 0..52 0.91 0.17 0.34 0.64
msgfmin
M 0.9 1.::\1 0.61 0.81 0." 0.65 0." 0.67 0.47 0.'" 0.76
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Approving 125 I I 1181 32
Disapproving I 2 I I I 0 I 17
48189192 r 421
21 112 118 I 64
M
14
10
6 1 20
M
14
M
14
13 I 60 I I I 39 I 7 I 49
24 I 16 I I
211251514416163
179152112914551861514
APPIINDlX 8: IImotext data
Table / Se.uinn h'l.~e.f.\·i()11 raw emOlext dlltll
4 5 6 7
M F M F M F M F M
6 4 10 2 4 5 12 5 8
1111218 61 498 90 133 3<J5 421 135415
6 I 5 11 41 10 21 40 45 9 37
"1 13 7 39 8 21 41 41 10 25
12 3 2 24 10 4 57
M
9
M
2
Joking
session
Ttlmsgs
Participants
Rode 10 10 10
Other· o 10 1 3 I 49 23 23 14 10 I 22 28 2ol012010lul
Ttl emoleXI 148 1 14 136 1 113 I 27 1 22 I 20 195 1 21 144 1 105 I 100 123 1 119 I 64 1101 I 7 I 86 119 1132
• Where no emO(ional meaning could be discerned from conlcltl; NO( included in 'Ill emoteltt.'
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GIMaI.,.
Adiea Apparina: exc:llllively m S)'DCbrooous CMC. Ktioos are dc:scriptions of physical
activities or bcbavioun which • lila' IIttriIues 10 bQn.. or be:nelf: Actions .e
disI:iJ!suisbed fiom the rquJardiscowse by. prcccd:ina ataisk, forexample ·Uxx $;ghs.
AFK AFK is _ 8CI'OIl)'DI meaIliDa:"away fiom kcybo.rd" which iftdicates that. user is
DO Joaaer viewing the discoI.ne. It is used both in general COIlversation, as in Ln:x is AFK
Irld as. nick suffix as in LaxAFK.
.,." Used iD cbaI to query for "qt/sexJ'locIItion,.. this acrODym is usually posed to. DeW
usa when be or sbc: first enters. chime!.
AayIIc.ruou CMC 1D the asynchronous mode orCMe, messages are created, received
and answered at different times. e.g., e-mail. listservs, and newsgroups.
Ch••Del A channel is. virtual area where chat usen commmicate in real time. There are
thousmds of channels 100000ed OIl the Internet. Also known as chtJJ room.
cu..eI.penton «ck..) eps) The channel operators at users who have special sl8tUS
in the cblnncl. Tbey have control oCtile cbanocl and exercise this control with a set of
c:ommaod:s to which oaIy they have KCeSS which can. for example. kick or ban • user.
Additionally, they are usually the enforcers oCtile chmDel'. netiqUCUC.
Claat A form ofsyncbrooous CMC, chat takes place via the Internet using either websitcs
or special softwaR: programs.
e-,........Ied ee.....tioo (CMq Any commUDicabon, either written or
wrbal, that is carried out vi. compulc:n is defined as COIIlJll*r-mediated communicatioa.
c~ .kk A cros,s.geodered nick is ooc thII does DOl reflect a lJSCr'S rcallife
gender but praeDts the opposite gender, c.g.. a female usiogMr. Cool.
f..aMl E-mail is the asynchrooous exchange ofelectronic messages.
E••tnt Emotext is composed of. type ofdialogue which conveys extra- and para-
linguistic cues through the depiction ofspoken prommc:iltions in text. for example
he_heh for laughter or noooo for emphasis.
E.otkft An emoticon is a sequence ofalphanumeric chanlc:tcrs used to indicate
emotion 01' state ofmind in chat, for example, smile, wink, frown, raspberry.
ISO
F.....&te (FI'F) This term is used to describe intmlctioo that takes place outside the
ruIm ofCMC, e.g., in penon or by pbooe. Abo Imown as F2F.
Fla.e A hostile or insulting message sent in ~ponsc to another user's IIlCSSlIge or some
violmon ofDCliquctle is known as a Oame.
Frow. A frown emoticon iDdicatcs that the user is unbIppy/dismayedidispkascd. etc. It
is meant to represent someone tiowniDg and is usually composed with the colon and open
puenthcsis as follows :(
GeHered ain A gendcrcd nick is one that reflects a USCf'S rcallife gender, e.g..
SmortGirl. Mr. Cool.
Ge.......uki•• Gender-masking occurs when a user selects a gcndeNlcut:ral nick, i.e.,
one that does DOt reflect gcodcr. Unlike gender-swapping. it does nOC usually include
attempts to conceal real life gender. Also known as gentkr-disguise.
Geade...."'.ppi.g Gender-swapping occurs when a user presents him- or herselfas the
opposite sex.. This is usually characterized by the cOOice ofa cross-gcndcred nick and/or
attempts to conceal. gende£, e.g.. using the opposite 1hird'1JCfSOD pronouns in actions or
providing the opposite gender when asked. Also known as gender-switching.
IDtenaet Relay Cbat (lRC) A fonn ofchat which uses a specific softwue program to
connect with a network of users is known as Intemct ~lay Chat.
Kick A Irick occurs when one user disconnects 8DOther user's COIIIlCCIion to the cbamcl.
Kicks can be performed by cltanncl operators only.
ListserYl A fonn ofasynchronous CMC, listservs are automatic mailing lists; when e-
mail is addressed to a listsen' mailing list, it is broadcast to everyone on the list. See also
newsgroup.
Lark When a user is present in the channel but docs not oontribute to the conversation.
be or she is said to be lurking.
Messap ht all fonns ofeMC, any utterance, phrase or input typed by the user is called a
message. If can be as short as a solc cmoticon or as long as a book.
Multi-User Domains (MUDs) A multi-user domain constitutes a form ofsynchronous
CMC involving a multi-user simulation environment that is usually text-based, where
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users CIa create objects thai remain after they ave. thus aBowina a "world'" 10 be built
.,.eIually and collectively. Also kaown as MUD, Ob}«t Ori~nud(MOO).
NdMI-- The ruJes ofetiquette IbIIl govern 0D1iDe iatc:rxtioo are called oetiqur:tte.
NNtnI *ItA DC\dIaI nick is OQC dIM does 001 reflect p:nder, e.g.. bookworm. Lux.
N.....ps Newsgroups we a form. ofasyDCbrooous CMC in whi<:b usc:n exc:hange e-.
mails CD a specific topic. Newsgroups are categorized using prefixes sucb as aft.
(altaDItive), soc. (social), compo (COIDplftr-relaled), miJc:. (miscellaoeous), leC.
(recreation and bobbies), and sci. (scimce). See also lisrsuv.
Nick A nick is the name by which users are known in ctw, aDd can be geudercd, cross-
geodered, or oeutraI. Nicks arc obtained and changed by a simple command. Also known
as us~mame. login, or handle.
Raspberry A raspberry emoticon indicates that the user is poking fun. It is meant to
represent someone sticking out his or beT tongue and is usually composed with the colon
aDd capitallener 'p' as follows :P
RL Any referenc:e 10 interaction in "rallife" is m.de using tNs acronym, for example,
RL ......
s.iIe A smile emoticoo indicates that the user is b.ppyfsupportive!affceticmle, '*. It is
meurt to represent someone smiling aDd. is usuaIJy <:omposed with the colon and closed
parmlbesis as follows ;)
S)'MiiroacMlS CMC In the sync:brooous mode ofCMC. messages are inscaDIaDeously
reJ.yed 10 the users, without any sIontge or retrieval. This a1~ lISen 10 haw ""real
time" conversations with othm via computer. Examples ofsynchronous CMC include
dlolIIRC, MUDs.
V...A user is a member oflbe ootme audiaK:e.
Wiak A wink emoticon is used 10 iDdicate that the user is teasing or 10 show camaraderie.
The S)'Dlbol, meant to represent someone winking, is usually composed with the semi-
cokHl. and closed parenthesis as follows ;)
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